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ABSTRACT
Recent research suggests that children's ability to
solve interpersonal problems is related to their social
adjustment.

As children are continually confronted with

personal and interpersonal problems which they must solve
in order to maintain positive peer relations, the study
and promotion of effective problem solving skills is of
great importanc.e.
The aim of the present study was to assess children's
responses to hypothetical problem situations as well as to
assess their overt behavioral responses in a simulated
problem situation.

Children were classified as socially

effective (well-liked) and socially ineffective (withdrawn and aggressive) 6n the basis of peer and teacher
ratings and nominations.

Children then responded to six

hypothetical stories describing an interpersonal problem
(three involving a peer conflict and three involving the
initiation of an interaction with a peer) and participated
in two simulated real-life behavioral problem situations
which mirrored two of the hypothetical stories.
The results suggest some correspondence between hypothetical and behavioral indices of social problem solving
skill.
Withdrawn males generated fewer alternatives to both
hypothetical and behavioral situations, and offered more
nonconfrontative intention statements to peer initiation
stories than did other children.

In contrast, aggressive

males were found to differ from other children in the proportion of aggressive intention statements offered and in
the proportion of aggressive acts produced in the peer
conflict situation.
Suggestions for future modifications and replications
of the present research are made and implications for designing intervention programs are offered.

The Assessment of Reflective and
Behavioral Social Cognitive Problem Solving Skills
in Well-liked, Aggressive, and Withdrawn Children

The acquisition and maintenance of positive peer
relations is of paramount importance in fostering social
adjustment in children.

Through peer interaction children

learn effective communication skills, moral values, sex
roles, and ways to modulate their aggressive impulses
(Hartup, 1976).

Furthermore, poor peer relationships in

childhood have been found to be predictive of maladaptive
behavior and emotional problems in adolescence and

adult-

hood (Cowen, Pederson, Babigian, Izzo & Trost, 1973).
Research has also indicated that socially rejected children,
relative to their accepted peers, are more likely to drop
out of school, become juvenile delinquents and have mental
health problems later in life (Ullmann, 1957).

The impor-

tance of peer relations to later adjustment has led to
attempts to increase the social interaction of unaccepted
children.

However, in order to effectively teach social

skills to socially deficient children, it is necessary to
first identify the characteristics that lead to peer
acceptance and rejection.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that a whole host
of cognitive and behavioral skills may be necessary to ensure positive peer relationships.

Although research has

suggested that accepted children tend to engage in more
positive interaction with peers than rejected children,
1
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this finding has not been reported consistently.

Hartup,

Glazer, and Charlesworth (1967) found that acceptance was
correlated with the frequency with which preschool children
dispensed and received positive behavior (e.g., attention
and approval, affection and personal acceptance, submission
and giving tokens).

Rejection, on the other hand was re-

lated to the frequency of negative behavior (e.g., noncompliance, interference, derogation, and attack.)

Similarly,

Gottman, Gonso, and Rasmussen (1975) found that well-liked
third and fourth grade children dispense more positive
reinforcement than those who are less well-liked.

Cohen,

Vinciguerra, Ross, and Kutner (Note 1) found that in the
classroom setting, accepted children tended to spend more
time on-task and dispensed more positive attention to their
peers, while unaccepted children displayed a greater percentage of negative behaviors such as disruptions and
arguing.

In contrast, Oden and Asher

(1977) and Hymel and

Asher (1977) found a low correspondence between peer
acceptance and frequency of positively reinforcing behaviors
such as cooperation and showing affection for fourth and
fifth grade children in both play sessions and classroom
situations.

In addition, Van Hasselt, Bellack, and

Hersen (Note 2) found virtually no correspondence between
scores on sociometric measures and global measures of peer
acceptance such as friendliness, for fifth grade children.
~imilarly~

Cohen et. al. (Note 1) failed to find significant
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differences between accepted and unaccepted fifth grade
children on the frequency of specific positive and negative
behaviors dispensed and received in the playground setting.
Finally, Masters and Furman (1981) found that with kindergarten children, neutral behaviors such as general conversation, associative play, and imitation were stronger
correlates of popularity than were positive behaviors such
as giving attention, laughing, smiling, or greeting another
child.

However, a significant correlation

was found bet-

ween overall rates of punishing behaviors (e.g., threats,
non-compliance, physical attack) and unpopularity.

In sum, it seems likely that accepted and unaccepted
children differ with respect to their frequency of positive
and negative interaction.

However, the specific behaviors

that are included under the rubric of positive and negative
interaction have not been consistently nor clearly defined.
Thus, differences in the findings from the above studies
may be due to the different ways in which positive and
negative interactions have been conceptualized.

For example,

in some studies neutral behavior such as conversation and
associative play have been labeled as positive behaviors.
Furthermore, the populations sampled in the above studies
have ranged from nursery school children to fourth and fifth
graders.

Thus, age may be a factor influencing the impor-

tance and definition of positive and negative behavior.

In

addition, the setting (classroom vs. free play or playground)
in which the observations have been conducted may account in
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part for the discrepant findings.

Finally, different types

of peer rejection have not been defined.

It may be that

some children are actively rejected and disliked while others
are merely neglected or not noticed.

Failure to isolate

these two types of rejected children may cause the low frequency of behavior characteristic of the withdrawn child and
high frequency of behavior characteristic of the aggressive
child to cancel each other out.

Consequently, differences

between the general classes of accepted and rejected children
may be obscured.
In an attempt to better clarify the difference between
accepted and unaccepted children, researchers have begun to
distinguish between various types of social ineffectiveness.
Gottman (1977) identified five sociometric subtypes for
nursery school children based on peer sociometries, teacher
ratings and behavioral observations.

These consisted of a)

the child who is disruptive to the teacher.

b) The socio-

metric "star", the child high on peer acceptance and low on
peer rejection.

c)

The sociometric "rejectee", the child

high on peer rejection and low on peer acceptance.
tuned-out child.

e)

d)

The

The child high in peer interaction.

While Gottman found no relationship between the relative
frequency of peer interaction and acceptance, he did find a
significant relationship between rejection·and negative peer
interaction as well as between rejection and a child's being
tuned-out when alone.

In another study, Perry (1979) used

a modified picture sociometric technique employing both
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positive and negative peer nominations to assess sociometric
status in preschool children.

The sociometric measures were

summarized on two dimensions: social impact (the number of
children who mention a given child) and social preference
(the predominance of either positive or negative nominations).
On the basis of these two dimensions, Peery

identified four

sociometric classes; a) popular (high social impact, positive
social preference), b) rejected (high social impact, negative social preference), c) amiable (low social impact,
positive social preference) and d) isolated (low social
impact, negative social preference).

While Peery did not

include behavioral measures, he did find differences between these four types of children on a social cognitive
task involving the matching of affect to a situation.

On

the basis of this research, it seems that there are at
least two discrete types of behavior patterns which are
lated to peer rejection:

re~

active negative types of behavior

and tuned-out or withdrawn behavior.
In an attempt to differentiate these two types of

socially unaccepted children, Cohen, Bream, Vinciguerra, and
Ulloa (Note 3) assessed the behavioral and social cognitive
differences between socially accepted, socially rejected,
and socially neglected fifth grade children.

Four class-

rooms of children were evaluated using: a) peer roster ratings,
b) peer nominations for the best and least liked classmates,
c) peer nominations for the most aggressive and withdrawn
classmates, d) teacher ratings, and e) teacher nominations
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for the most aggressive and withdrawn pupils.

The two most

extreme boys and the two most extreme girls from each classroom in the categories of social acceptance, social withdrawal,
and social aggression were chosen as subjects.

The results

indicated that aggressive and well-liked children behave
similarly in the amount of positive attention they deliver
to and receive from peers.

The withdrawn group, on the

other hand, both gives and receives significantly less
positive attention and spends more time in the noninteractive behaviors. such as being alone observing their peers
play or being alone and tuned-out.
Finally, a recent study by Dodge and Frame (1982)
examining social cognitive and behavioral differences between aggressive and nonaggressive boys indicated that
aggressive boys initiated and received more aggressive acts
than did nonaggressive boys and were more often the attackers
than the victims in aggressive incidents.
Thus, it appears that even when groups are differentiated
in terms of type of peer rejection, inconsistencies in the
findings persist.

Rubin and Berwick (in press) have sug-

gested that researchers often have not been stringent enough
in selecting their groups of accepted and rejected children,
thus minimizing differences in social behavior between these
groups.
In sum, although the findings are still equivocal, it
does appear that dividing socially unaccepted children into
subtypes based on the type of behavior exhibited, does help
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to clarify the differences between socially effective and
ineffective children.
In addition to assessing the behavioral differences
between accepted and rejected children, researchers have
begun to examine social cognitive differences between these
groups.

Shantz (1975) has suggested that social-cognitive

skills such as social perspective taking, empathy, interpersonal awareness, and social intentions and attributions
are important mediational skills in a child's psycho-social
adjustment.

Specifically, Shantz points out that a child's

understanding and conceptualization of others' thoughts,
feelings, and intentions will ultimately affect their interactions with others.
Of all ·of these social cognitive skills, interpersonal
problem solving has received the most attention and is
assumed to be the most critical to effective interpersonal
behavior (Spivack & Shure,

in press ).

Most researchers

describe interpersonal cognitive problem solving as the
ability to both generate and evaluate alternative solutions
to a problem.

Furthermore, deciding on the best solution

to a problem and transforming this solution into actual
overt behavior is also viewed as part of the problem
solving process (D'Zurilla and GoldFried, 1971; Meichenbaum,

1977; Spivack & Shure, 1974).
Attempts to assess interpersonal problem solving skills
have generally consisted of interview measures in which a
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hypothetical problem is presented to the child.

The most

commonly used problem solving measures have been developed
by Spivack and Shure.

One type, the Preschool Interpersonal

Problem Solving Test (PIPS) assesses the child's ability to
generate alternative solutions to two sets of age-relevant
interpersonal problems (peer and adult conflict) (Spivack &
Shure, 1974).

The second type, the Means-Ends Problem

Solving Test (MEPS) is intended for older children and
assesses a child's ability to carefully plan the means
needed in order to reach an intended, pr.estated goal.
Children are presented with the beginning of an interpersonal
problem situation and with the final outcome of the problem
and are required to fill in the middle of the story.
are scored

for:

Stories

a) the number and kinds of means, b) the

number of elaborations, c) the number of obstacles, and d)
any indication of the passage of a specific and accurate
amount of time (Shure and Spivack, 1972).
Several variations of Spivack and Shure's problem
solving measures have been developed and modifications have
been made for older children.

The Alternatives Solutions

Test (AST) (Walters & Peters, Note 4) is a modified and extended version of the PIPS.

The presentation of the story

problems in the AST is similar to the format employed in the
PIPS in that the problem situation is described and the child
is instructed to think of all the things the protagonist
could do to solve the problem.

Unlike the PIPS, the experi-

menter explicitly probes for a child's ability to generate
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multiple solutions to the story problem.

Furthermore, in

order to control for different levels of receptive language
skill, Walters and Peters also included pictorial representation of each of the story problems.

The scoring dimensions

included both quantitative (i.e., number of alternatives)
and qualitative (i.e., content of solutions) measures of
problem solving ability.
"The Open Middle Test" is a modified version of the
MEPS (Gesten, Flores de Apodaca, Rains, Weisbert & Cowen,

1979) and also includes standardized prompts and pictorial
representations of each of the story problems.

The number

and content of alternative solutions, as well as the effectiveness of the child's responses are scored.

Using a five

point scale, effectiveness is determined by two raters independently judging the extent to which each alternative
solution maximized positive consequences and minimized
negative consequences, and were realistic and appropriate
for 7 to 10 year olds.

In order to assess how children solve problems involving peer conflict and peer initiation, both the AST and
the OMT contain two types of peer situations:
(like the PIPS) and peer provocation.

goal seeking

The goal seeking

situations concern a child seeking to attain a goal:

an

object in the possession of a peer, participation in a group
play activity, or initiation of a friendship.

The peer

conflict situations involved a child's response to peer
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provocation such as verbal teasing, physical attack, and
object struggle.
Studies assessing the effectiveness of problem solving
training have employed simulated real-life problem solving
situations as well as hypothetical stories.

In one study,

the Friendship Club Interaction (FCI) was developed as an
experimental analog of a problematic peer group situation
(McClure, Chinsky & Larsen, 1978).

Subjects participated in

a Friendship Club contest, in which an award was promised
to the team that gave the best answers.

The rules were:

a) all team members must agree on the team's best answer,
b) all six members must help answer the questions and c)
all six members must be club officers.
included:

Additional problems

a) five chairs for six subjects, b) five officer

cards for six subjects, and c) the process of distributing
officer titles.
scored for:

The entire procedure was videotaped and

a) the number of alternative solutions gener-

ated, b) the number of specific steps elaborated for each
solution, c) the number of obstacles and consequences
associated with each solution, and d) the effectiveness of
each solution.
Similarly, the Simulated Problem Situation (SIMPS)
(Gesten et. al., 1979) was also designed to assess a child's
problem solving ability when actually confronted with an
interpersonal problem.

In the SIMPS, an experimenter and

a child go to a small room, supposedly to work together on
a project.

Once in the room

the experimenter pretends he/
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she forgot his/her black marker and offers the child a
reward (40¢) to get another one from a confederate child
drawing pictures in a room down the hall.

The confederate

has been instructed not to give up the marker.
are allowed a maximum of 2 min

Subjects

to try to get the marker.

A second evaluator, stationed in another part of the confederate's room both records the interaction and gives
standardized prompts (maximum of four) if the child gives
up or asks for help before the time expires.

Criterion

measures include: a) the number of alternative solutions,
i.e., number of subject initiated attempts to get the
marker, b) the number of variant approaches, c) the numqer
of prompts required by the experimenter and d) the total
amount of time spent actively solving the problem.
Although it was initially hypothesized that interpersonal problem solving skills were critical to effective
social behavioral adjustment, research investigating the
relationship between these two variables has resulted in
mixed findings.

Using the PIPS and the MEPS, some re-

searchers have effectively differentiated normal from
disturbed populations (Platt, Spivack, Altman, Altman, and
Peizer, 1974; Shure & Spivack, 1972) and have predicted
behavioral adjustment in pre-school children (Spivack &
Shure, 1974).

With preadolescent children, however, Butler

(Note 5) did not find a relationship between means-end thinking and social adjustment.

Finally, the ability of problem
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solving interventions to enhance effective social behavior
is also uncertain.

While Spivack and Shure (1974) have

reported positive behavioral changes following social problem solving training in preschoolers, others have found
improvements in behavioral and cognitive measures of problem
solving following training but failed to find improvements
in overall adjustment (Weisberg, Gesten, Carnrike, Tore,
Rapkin, Davidson & Cowen, 1981; also see Urbain and Kendall,
1980 for a relevant review).
Even less clear, are the findings of research assessing
the relationship between problem solving skills and peer
acceptance (rather than overall social adjustment).

Walters

and Peters (Note 4) found no significant differences between
sixth grade aggressive and nonaggressive boys (selected by
teacher rating on the school behavior check list) on both
the AST and the MEPS in terms of the number and overall
effectiveness of solutions generated.

Furthermore, the boys

did not differ in their understanding of the appropriateness
of the solutions generated by the experimenter.

However,

the aggressive boys did show a preference for physical
aggression as a solution by frequently choosing this response first and repeatedly choosing this response across a
number of problem situations.

Walters and Peters conclude

that the crucial difference between aggressive and nonaggressive boys may be in their preferred behavioral
solutions rather than in their comprehension of socially
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acceptable alternatives.
Using a slightly different classification scheme,
Richard and Dodge (1981) examined differences in socialcognitive problem solving in aggressive, isolate, and
popular boys.

All three groups were equivalent in terms of

their ability to evaluate the appropriateness of solutions
generated by the experimenter.

Furthermore, all three

groups generated a similar proportion of initial, effective
solutions.

However, in subsequent responses, the popular

group was more likely to respond with an effective solution
than was the combined aggressive and isolated group.
ly~

Final-

the popular group generated slightly more solutions to

each story than did the combined aggressive and isolated
groups who did not differ from each other.

This study seems

to support the work of Walters and Peters (Note 4) in that
both aggressive and isolated children possess adequate social
knowledge regarding the recognition of effective solutions
to interpersonal problems.

However, in contrast to the work

of Walters and Peters, isolated and aggressive boys tended to
generate an initial effective solution rather than choosing
an aggressive or withdrawn response as a preferred first
solution.

Thus, while Walters and Peters conclude that the

preferred (or first) behavioral solution discriminates
aggressive from nonaggressive boys, Riqhard and Dodge conclude that differences between accepted and unaccepted
children may emerge in situations in which the initial
behavioral solution is not sufficient and other alternative
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solutions are necessary.
In a third study, Deluty

(1981), consistent with Walters

and Peters, found no differences in number of alternatives
generated by highly aggressive, highly assertive, and highly
submissive children (classified by peer ratings) in response
to 10 peer conflict situations.

He also did not find these

children to differ in their ability to conceive of a wide
variety of different types of solutions.

Deluty suggests

that children differed only in their habitual style of responding.

Specifically, Deluty found that the type of

solution most often generated by each of the three subgroups
of children directly corresponded to their classification
(i.e., aggressive children having the highest proportion of
aggressive alternatives).

It appears then, that the clear-

est finding from all three studies is that all children give
solutions characteristic of their behavioral type although
the particular sequence with which they offer these solutions
(as a first or last response) is uncertain.
Finally, not all research supports even these qualitative differences between children.

For example, Cohen, et.

al. (Note 3) employed both the AST (Walters & Peters, Note 4)
and two stories from the OMT ( Gesten, et. al. , 1979) in order
to determine whether these measures could differentiate between well-liked, aggressive, and withdrawn boys and girls.
No significant differences were found on any of the previously
defined quantitative or qualitative measures of problem solving ability.
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Attempts to account for these discrepant findings, while
speculative, are numerous.

First, while Richard and Dodge

(1981) did find that aggressive and isolated children generated fewer alternative solutions, this difference was small
(M=l.?8 vs M=2.03) and thus its social significance is
questionable.

Furthermore, given the wide range of measures

used (both quantitative and qualitative) the children
appeared more alike than different.

Second, the above

mentioned assessment studies used two distinctly different
populations of children.

While Spivack and Shure (19?4)

compared a clinically disturbed population of children with
"normal" children, Walters and Peters (Note 4) used children
from a "normal" classroom who had been rated by teachers as
aggressive on the school behavior checklist.

Richard and

Dodge (1981), Deluty (1981), and Cohen et. al. (Note 3) used
multiple sociometric measures to differentiate well-liked,
aggressive, and withdrawn children from a classroom of
"normal" fifth

grad~rs.

Thus, it may be that different

populations have different skill deficits.

Clinically

disturbed children may be deficient in both their social
knowledge and their social behavior, while less disturbed
children may possess adequate social cognitive skills, but
may be unable to engage in problem solving skills in a
real-life situation.

This is not to suggest that cognitions

are unimportant, but instead that the crucial skill for the
child who has difficulty with peer relations may be the
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translation of the cognitive skill into overt behavior.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that while Cohen
et. al. (Note 3) did not find the differences between wellliked, aggressive, and withdrawn children on verbal measures
of interpersonal problem solving, they did find differences
between these groups in terms of their behavioral interactions with their peers.
Other research in social cognition suggests that the
responses to hypothetical stories may be poor predictors of
actual behavior.

Krasner and Rubin (Note 6) found that

preschoolers alternative thinking scores derived from their
responses to hypothetical problems did not correlate with
effective problem solving behavior in the naturalistic
environment.

Similarly, Damon (1977) examined the consis-

tency between children's hypothetical responses and their
behavior in real-life situations involving distributive justice.

Children had to decide how to distribute rewards

among a group of boys and girls (including themselves) who
had done some "good work".

Damon found that children's

real-life reasoning lagged behind their hypothetical reasoning.

While this inconsistency was most true of younger

children, suggesting a developmental progression, there was
a general tendency of many subjects at all levels to find a
way to favor themselves rather than others in the real-life
situation.
The fact that responses to hypothetical measures of
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social cognition do not seem to consistently correlate with
behavioral measures seems to suggest that these two types
of measures may tap different domains of social cognitive
reasoning.

Cooney and Selmann (1978) have proposed three

domains of social cognitive reasoning: a) interpersonal
orientation (the initial response to hypothetical dilemma)
b) reflective reasoning (thoughtful probed responses to the
dilemma) and c) reasoning in action (responses to a dilemma
in the natural setting).
These researchers also suggest that a child's reflective reasoning represents the highest developmental level,
followed by the initial orientation response and then by
reasoning in action.

However, these researchers also-ack-

nowledge that for some individuals, reasoning in action may
fall at the same or even slightly higher levels than reflective reasoning.

Damon (1977) suggests that while

reflective reasoning is theoretical and thoughtful, reallife reasoning is practical and active.

Thus, reasoning

in action may be affected by time pressures and the behavior
of the target while reflective reasoning is not, resulting
in lower levels of practical knowledge.

In applying this

classification of social cognitive skills to problem solving,
it seems reasonable that the type of knowledge tapped in
hypothetical problem solving requires theoretical or reflective social knowledge, while actual problem-solving
behavior requires a more active type of social knowledge.
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In sum, where differences on hypothetical problem

solving measures between accepted and unaccepted children
have been found, they are not in quantitative measures such
as number of alternatives.

Rather, differences seem to

emerge in more qualitative aspects of problem solving such
as effectiveness and/or content as well as in the sequencing
of alternatives offered.

Further, while behavioral differ-

ences also seem to exist between accepted and unaccepted
groups of children, the relationship between what children
say they will do in a given hypothetical interpersonal
problem situation and how they actually behave in that
situation

r~mains

unclear.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the
differences between aggressive, withdrawn, and well-liked
children's performance on hypothetical and simulated behavioral measures, as well as to assess the relationship
between their reflective and behavioral problem solving
ability.
As hypothetical and behavioral measures of social
problem solving may be measuring separate domains of social
cognitive reasoning, a one-to-one correspondence between
these two measures was not expected.

It was expected,

however, that aggressive and withdrawn children's intentions would differ from their behavior, while liked
children's intention and behavior would be similar.
It was further hypothesized that all three groups of
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children would possess similar interpersonal cognitive
problem solving skills when asked to verbally generate
solutions to hypothetical stories.

In particular, children

were not expected to differ in their ability to offer a
socially acceptable (i.e., effective) response as the "best"
solution to the problem.
It was also expected that if the real difference between well-liked, aggressive, and withdrawn children lies in
an ability to transform cognitive problem solving skills
into overt behavior, these two unaccepted groups should
generate fewer and less effective solutions in the simulated
behavioral situation.
Finally, it was also predicted that children would
differ in the types of solutions they generated such that
aggressive youngsters would offer more aggressive responses
and withdrawn children, more passive solutions.

Method

Participants
The experimenter contacted three.fifth and three sixth
grade classrooms at a public school in Stockton, California
and permission slips were distributed to all students by the
.
. 1 •1
pr1nc1.pa

The principal then distributed the sociometric

questionnaires to the children and asked them to rate their
peers on how much they liked to play with them, to nominate
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their three most and three least preferred playmates and to
nominate three children who best fit the aggressive, withdrawn, and liked behavioral descriptions.

From those

children who agreed to participate the experimenter selected

7 aggressive (males only), 14 withdrawn (7 males and 7
females) and 14 liked (7 males and 7 females) children
.
t o a se t of cr~'t er~a.
. 2
accor d ~ng
Those children who best fit the following criteria
were selected as aggressive subjects;

a) above the median

of aggressive peer nominations, b) a high ratio of dislike
to like peer nominations, and c) below the mean peer rating.
Children who best met the following criteria were selected
as withdrawn subjects: a) above the median of isolated peer
nominations, b) a low sum of like plus dislike scores, and c)
at or below the mean peer rating score.

Finally, the

well-liked group consisted of children who best met the
following criteria: a) above the median of well-liked peer
nominations, b) a high ratio of like to dislike scores, and
c) above the mean peer rating of liking.

An attempt was

made to keep each group as distinct as possible by consulting teachers on borderline cases and not including any

1 An initial pilot study was conducted with a separate

sample (N=l2) of children in order to evaluate some procedural variables and to train observers.
2 As no females adequately fit the selection criteria for

aggressive subjects, this group had to be omitted from the
study.
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children for whom classification was questionable.

Children

of average sociometric status were selected as peer partners
for the second part of the study, the behavioral problem
solving tasks, according to the following criteria: a) at
the median of well-liked peer nominations, b) at or slightly
above the median of like plus dislike scores, and c) at or
slightly above the mean peer rating of liking.
To ensure that the target child was unfamiliar with
the peer partner each target child was given a list of
their peers' names and asked to rate how well they knew
each child on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being "I don't know
him/her at all and I never play with him/her" and 5 being
"I know him/her really well and I play with him/her a lot."
Each target child was then assigned an unfamiliar peer
partner (i.e., receiving a rating of 3 or less), for each of
the behavioral problem situations.

While it would have been

desirable to have each peer partner participate only once
for the second behavioral situation (which involved friendship initiation) this was impossible due to the small pool
of available confederates.

Thus each target child had two

peer partners: one for each situation, while each peer
partner was assigned to three target children for either the
first or the second

beh~vioral

problem situation.

Experimenters
The hypothetical stories were administered by the
author and an undergraduate research assistant who was
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trained to interview the children in a standardized manner
during the pilot study.

Two trained research assistants

served as observers in the behavioral situations while the
author took the role of Experimenter 1 in both of the
behavioral situations.
Overview of Experimental Design
This study employed an incomplete factorial design
(i.e. there was no group of aggressive females) with sex
and social status as the between group factors and situation (hypothetical or behavioral) and type of problem
(peer conflict or peer initiation) as the within group
factors.

Each subject was presented with six hypothetical

problem-solving stories.

Three of them concerned a con-

flict with a peer and three involved initiating an
interaction with a peer.

Each subject also participated

in two structured behavioral problem-solving situations,
each representing one of the types of peer problems (peer
conflict or peer initiation).
Hypothetical stories were administered first for all
I

subjects as previous research has suggested that the order
of administration of hypothetical versus behavioral situations is inconsequential (Damon, 1977).

Further, children's

ability to predict their actual behavior ( 11 What would you
do") as measured by comparing their responses to hypothetical versus behavioral problem situations was of greater
interest in this study than was the accuracy of children's
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self-report of previous behavior.

Administering all of the

hypothetical stories first would best allow for an assessment of this question.
The order of administration of both types of hypothetical and behavioral problem-solving situations (conflict
v.s initiation) was randomized per child.
Measures
HyPothetical Story Problems.

The story problems were

a modification and extension of commonly used problemsolving measures (Spivack & Shure, 1979; Weisberg, Gesten,
Rapkin, Cowen, Davidson, Flores de Apodaca and McKim, 1981).
The specific hypothetical stories were of two types: peer
conflict and peer initiation.
The three peer conflict story problems included: a)
a child who is teased about his haircut, b) a child who
attempts to borrow a magic marker from another youngster
who refuses to share, and c) a child who walks in front of
another youngster who then gets angry and hits the child.
The three peer initiation stories included: a) a child who
wants to play ball with a group of children but is not sure
if they will let him/her play, b) a child who wants to invite another child over to his/her house but is not sure
how to ask the child, and c) a child who wants to make friends
with another youngster with whom he/she will be working on a
project.
The six hypothetical stories were presented orally
accompanied by 4 11 by 311 line drawings.

(See Appendix A
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for a description of each story and an example of the drawings used.)

Each story was presented in an open-middle

format similar to the Means-Ends Problem Solving Test
developed by Spivack and Shure (1972).

In each situation

the child was told the beginning of the story (in which the
problem was described) and then the end of the story (in
which the problem had been resolved).

However, unlike the

MEPS, yet in keeping with the format used by Weisberg, et.
al. (1981), the specific outcome of the problem situation was
not stated.

The child was shown a picture of the protagonist

smiling and told that he/she thought of something to do to
solve the problem.

The child was then asked to describe

all the ways he or she might solve the problem (i.e. Alternative Solutions).

Each solution was scored as either a

unique alternative, a variant of a previous alternative, a
repetition of a previous alternative, or an irrelevant
response.

(See Appendix B for a detailed description of the

scoring guidelines and procedure).

One standardized prompt

was delivered to test the limits of the child's problem solving ability.

The child was also asked to describe what

he/she would do in that situation (i.e. Intention response)
and to describe what the best solution to the problem would
be (i.e. Best response).

(See Appendix A for a detailed

description).
Initially all responses were coded into one of the
following eight .categories: a) Verbal Assertion (verbal
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statements made by the protagonist which are not aggressive;
eg. "Ask him/her", "Tell him/her to stop, 11 say

11

Would you

like to come over to my house"); b) Bargaining (verbal or
behavioral solutions in which a material or social reward
is offered to produce a certain outcome; e.g., "Give her
some candy," say "I'll give you something if you don't
tease me");

c) Direct Action (nonaggressive, nonverbal

actions taken by the protagonist to solve the problem;
e.g., "Play with her/him," "Sit by him/her at lunch");

d)

Nonconfrontative Direct Action (nonaggressive, nonverbal,
actions taken by the protagonist which are not directed
toward the antagonist, e.g.,

11

Find someone else to play

with," "Ask another friend over");

e) Nonconfrontation

(solutions which involve withdrawing from, escaping, or
avoiding the problem situation without engaging in an
alternative ac ti vi ty, e.g. , "Just go home , "
or

11

Walk away 11 ) ;

11

Ignore him/her,"

f) Help Seeking (solutions in which the

protagonist has someone else become involved in helping
him/her solve the problem, e.g., "Tell the teacher, 11 "Ask
another kid's advice 1' ) ;

g) Verbal Aggression ( verbaliza-

tions of threats insults, lying or yelling (in anger) by
the protagonist as an attempt to solve the problem, e.g.,
11

Call them names," "Tell her to shut up"); and h) Physical

Aggression (solutions involving hitting, grabbing, fighting,
or other attempts to physically harm the antagonist as well
as attempts to fool, intimidate, or trick the antagonist,
e.g., "Hit him back," "Get glue and stick it on his chair 11 ) .
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To facilitate the analysis of the categorical data

these

eight categories were combined to form the following three
categories: a) Aggressive (consisting of both physically
amd verbally aggressive solutions); b) Nonconfrontative
(consisting of nonconfrontative direct action, help seeking,
and nonconfrontative responses), and c) Assertive (consisting of verbal assertion, direct action, and bargaining).
Each solution was also scored for effectiveness on a
5-point scale based on the extent to which the solutions
maximized positive consequences and minimized negative
consequences for both the protagonist and the antagonist and
the extent to which it was feasible and appropriate for 10
to 12 year olds,

(Gesten, et. al. 1979).

A hierarchy of

the effectiveness of responses was initially derived based
on the modal ratings of five independent judges.

These

judges were all graduate and undergraduate students who
were familiar with the rating process from rating similar
data in a previous study.

Individual responses were then

rated by the author and a random sample of these scored for
reliability by a second rater (See Appendix B for a detailed
description of effectiveness scoring guidelines and procedure).
In sum, the following variables were analyzed for each
story: number of alternatives, effectiveness of each alternative, effectiveness of intention response, effectiveness
of the best response, proportion of aggressive, nonconfrontative, and assertive responses for alternatives, intention
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and best responses.
Behavioral Problem Solving Measures.

In addition to

the hypothetical story problems, each child participated in
two structured behavioral problem solving tests that mirrored
the problem presented in two of the stories.

These included

a peer conflict and a peer initiation situation.

The peer

conflict situation was a modified version of the Simulated
Behavioral Problem Solving Task (Weisberg et. al., 1981) in
which the child attempted to borrow a marker from a confederate peer who had been instructed not to give up the marker.3
In the second behavioral problem solving situation, which
was derived by the authors, the child was instructed to get
to know another child with whom he/she was going to be
working on a project.
Each of the measures examined in the hypothetical
stories were also assessed in both of the structured situations (i.e., number of alternatives, mean effectiveness
and proportion of aggressive, assertive and nonconfrontative alternatives).

In addition, each child's total number

of behavioral initiations (defined as all alternatives,
variants and repetitions initiated by the target child and
directed to the confederate peer) was tallied.

This

3While it would have been desirable to include a problem
more representative of a common aggressive peer conflict
(i.e., teasing or fighting) ethical concerns prohibited
the use of such simulations.
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measure was included in order to obtain a frequency count
of the number of behavioral attempts the target child
initiated regardless of whether these attempts were unique
alternatives or not and thus constituted a measure of
persistance.

(See Appendix B for a detailed description
of the scoring guidelines and procedure). 4

Reliability
Transcripts from both the hypothetical stories and
the.behavioral situations were first scored by the author
using the scoring procedures outlined above.

The responses

from a random sample of 2 males and 2 females of each status
group was then scored for reliability by a second rater.
This rater was familiar with the problem solving scoring
procedure through previous work and thus did not require
any formal training.
In addition, for each behavioral situation, reliability
assessments were conducted for a random sample of one male
and one female from each status group (making a total of

5 for each situation.

On these occasions, 2 observers were

present and wrote transcripts of the interaction indicating
both the target child's and the confederate's initiations
4 The manual of scoring guidelines and procedures presented
in Appendix B were a modified and extended version of the
Open Middle Interview (OMI) Manual (Polifka, J., Weisberg,
R., Ellis L., Gesten, R. Flores de Apodaca, & Picoli, L.
(Note 7) and the Simulated Problem Situation (SIMPS) scoring
Manual (Cowen, Note 8).
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and responses.

Their transcripts were then coded by the

author who determined the percent of agreement between the
two versions.
Procedure
All of the subjects received the hypothetical story
problems first.

A telephone intercom system was used to

ask children to report to the office.

The experimenter

then met the target child in the office and escorted him/
her to a small room in the back of the office.

The experi-

menter had the child sit at a table and told the child that
she would be asking him/her to listen to some stories.
(See Appendix A for complete instructions.)
was finished, the

experimen~er

When the child

praised him/her for his/her

efforts and sent him/her back to his/her classroom.
In administering both of the behavioral problem
situations both the target child and the confederate were
contacted by the telephone intercom system and asked to
report to the office.

One experimenter (E-1) met the con-

federate and explained to him/her that he/she would be
helping the experimenter learn how kids solve problems by
acting out a certain role.

All confederates were asked if

they wanted to participate and given a chance to withdraw
if they felt uncomfortable with their role.
In administering the first behavioral problem solving
situation, Experimenter 1 (E-1) met the confederate at the
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back of the office and escorted him/her to a small room.
E-1 then explained to the child that she wanted to learn
more about how kids solve problems and that he/she would
be helping her by playing a certain role.

The confederate

was given a picture to trace and told that another child
would be coming to try to borrow a black marker and that
he/she was not to lend it to him/her.

(See Appendix C

for standardized instructions.)
A second experimenter (E-2) then met the target child
in the front of the office and escorted him/her to an
adjoining room in the back of the office.

E-2 informed the

child that he/she would be helping her with a project which
involved tracing a picture.

E-2 then announced that she

had forgotten her black marker, which was needed to trace
the picture and sent the target child to the next room to
borrow a marker from the confederate.

(See Appendix D for

a detailed description of the standardized instructions
given to the target child.)

Once in the experimental room,

the target child was given a maximum of 2 min
to get the marker.
before 2 min

to attempt

If the target child returned to E-2

elapsed, E-2 delivered the following prompt

"We really need to use the marker, why don't you go back
and try again."

I.f the target child asked E-1 for help

E-1 responded with "Why don't you see if you can figure
out what to do by yourself."
After the target child had 2 min

to attempt to get

the marker, E-1 said, "It seems like you are having some
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difficulty, go back to (E-2) and ask her what to do next."
E-1 also gave the target child a stack of papers to give
to E-2 which was a signal that the 2 min

had elapsed.

When the target child returned to E-2 either after the
first prompt had been given or at the end of 2 min,

E-2

responded with "I can see you really did try to get the
marker.

Thank's a lot, I'll tell you what, I'll bet the

boy (girl) would give you the blue one.
could use that one.

I suppose we

Why don't you check and see."

The

child was then sent back to the confederate one last time
to borrow the blue marker so as to end the interaction
positively.

After the child had gotten the blue marker

and traced the picture, he/she received a small prize for
helping the experimenter.
In administering the second behavioral problem solving

situation, E-1 again met the confederate and escorted him/
her to the back of the office.

E-1 told the confederate

that she was interested in how kids make friends and that
he/she would be helping her by working on a project with
another child.

(See Appendix E for standardized instruc-

tions given to the confederate.)

A second experimenter

met the target child in the front of the office and delivered
the following set of standardized instructions as she escorted him/her to the room where the confederate was waiting:
"I have a project I would like you to help me with.

I'll

tell you more about it later but you will be working with
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another child from a different classroom.

I'm not quite

ready yet and the other child is waiting in a room down the
hall, so why don't you spend some time getting to know him/
her while I get some things together."

E-2 then led the

child into the room and said "He/she is in the back there,
I'll be back in a few minutes."
The experimental room was equipped with two types of
games.

One was a water toy in which one tries to get a

fish through a loop inside a plastic bubble filled with
water.

This game could only be played by one child at a

time.

The other toy was a tic-tac-toe game in which one

tries to get five pegs in a row before his/her partner.
This game could be played alone but to be played correctly
required two persons.

After 4 min

had elapsed E-2 entered

the room and asked the children to stop what they were
doing and to come to the table to work on a project.
All peer partners and target children were asked to
keep their

activities with the experimenters

a secret.

They were told that everyone would get a chance to participate and that everyone had to wait for their turn.
Children were also told that it would not be as fun for the
other kids if they knew what they were going to be doing.
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Results
Reliability
For the hypothetical stories, a second rater independently coded the written transcripts using the coding manual
prepared by the first author.

Using the percentage agree-

ment formula, (e.g. dividing the number of agreements by
the number of agreements plus disagreements) reliability was
assessed for the following categories of responses: number
of alternatives, effectiveness of alternatives and contact
category of alternatives.

An agreement was defined as an

exact match between the raters identification of an alternative, it's coded content, and it's effectiveness.

Per-

centage agreement for each of these categories for peer
conflict was 96% for alternatives, 94% for effectiveness
and 97% for content.

For peer initiation the figures were

87%, 74% and 96% for each of the three categories respectively.
In addition, percentage agreement was calculated for
effectiveness and content category of the intention and best
response.

For peer conflict, the percentage agreement for

effectiveness and content of the intention response was 93%
and 100% respectively.
were 93% and

9ry~

For the best response these figures

respectively.

For peer initiation stories,

the percentage agreement for effectiveness and content of the
intention response was 87% and

lOry~

respectively.

The figures

for effectiveness and content of the best response were 83%
and

9ry~

respectively.
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Regarding the behavioral data, two raters independently
coded a random sample of the written transcripts of the behavorial situations.

Percentage of agreement was calculated

for number and content category of

alternatives~

effective~

ness of each alternative, and total number of initiations
made by the target child.

An agreement was again defined

as an exact match between the rater's identification of an
alternative, it's coded content and it's effectiveness as
well as the rater's identification of an initiation.

The

percentage agreement for peer conflict were 91% for number
of alternatives, 91% for content, 91% for effectiveness and

95% for initiations.

For peer initiation, these figures

were 91%, 65%, 87% and 80% for each of the four categories
respectively.
As was indicated in the method, reliability of the
behavioral observations was also assessed by having two
observers independently record the target child's and the
confederate's initiations and responses and by having the
author code the 2 transcripts.

Percentage agreement, bet-

ween the two coded versions, was calculated for the
following three separate categories of behavior: who
initiated the interaction, the target child's behavior,
and the confederate's behavior.

The children's behavior

was coded into one of the content categories and an agreement was scored between the two versions if the actor and
the content category matched.

Percentage agreement for

each of these categories were 90%, 83% and 90% respectively,
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for the peer conflict situation and 87%, 74% and 96%
respectively for the peer initiation situation.5
Overview of Data Analysis
The data were analyzed using both univariate and multivariate statistical techniques in order to evaluate group
differences on selected single measures as well as to examine
the relative importance of all the variables together,
accounting for their intercorrelations.
The univariate statistical technique used was a series
of split plot factorial ANOVA's with sex (male, female) and
social status (liked, aggressive, and withdrawn) as the
between group factors and situation (hypothetical, behavioral) and t.ype of problem (peer conflict and peer initiation)
as the within group factors.

In one of the analyses, story

(Story 1 through Story 6) was treated as a within group
factor.
As the design for each of the ANOVA's was an incomplete
factorial in the sex by group combination (i.e., no group of
aggressive females existed) three separate analysis were run:

5rn addition the mean effectiveness of responses across the
three peer conflict stories and across the three peer
initiation stories was calculated using Pearson r Coefficient
and equaled .97 for peer conflict and .80 for peer initiation.
Similarly, for the behavioral situations Pearson r was calculated for, the mean effectiveness of all alternatives
generated""'equaled .85 for peer conflict and • 93 for peer
initiatio~. These calculations were done as the mean
effectiveness of single responses as this was the score
used in the analysis of the data.
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Analysis A discarded the sex variable and examined only
group effects (N=35).

Analysis B discarded Group 3,

aggressive males, to make a complete 2 by 2 factorial
(N=29).

Analysis C discarded the group variable to

examine sex effects (N=35).

To avoid redundancy, only

results unique to each analysis are reported.
Initially, alpha levels were set at .05 for all
analyses.

Dunns Multiple Comparison procedure was used to

make planned comparisons between the means (Alpha=.05).

A

posterioris unplanned comparisons were conducted using the.
error rate per experiment procedure (Kirk, 1968), with
11

experiment" being defined by each dependent variable for

which a separate univariate analysis of variance was performed.
11

Further, as mentioned previously, within each

experiment" three analyses were conducted, each with a

different number of main effects and interactions.

Thus,

the protection level, defined as alpha divided by the number of comparisons within the experiment varies with the
analysis (from .005 to .001).
The dependent measures analyzed with the univariate
procedure included:

mean number of alternatives for

hypothetical stories and behavioral situations, effectiveness of intention response and effectiveness of best
response for hypothetical stories, and effectiveness of
alternatives in the behavioral situations.
The multivariate statistical technique used was a
stepl'rise discriminant analysis (Wilk' s Method) performed
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on the two principle independent variables:
and sex by group.

sex, group,

A separate discriminant analysis was

performed on the data from the hypothetical and behavioral
situations.

Further, within each situation, each problem

type (peer conflict and peer initiation) was analyzed
separately.

Thus, four analysis were performed for sex,

group, and sex by group across the two problem types and
the two situations, making a total of 12 discriminant
analyses.

The goal of the discriminant analysis was to

assess which variables best discriminated the groups as
well as to assess the accuracy with which linear functions
based on these variables could predict group membership.
Thus, both the analytic and the classification functions of
the discriminant analysis were of interest.
Of the 13 variables measured in the hypothetical stories
only the following nine variables were entered into the discriminant

equation at the 9ame time:

mean number of alter-

natives, effectiveness of intention and of best responses,
different pairs of the transfored proportions of aggressive,
assertive, and nonconfrontative responses for total number
of alternatives and for intention responses, and transformed
proportion of assertive and nonconfrontative best responses.
For the behavioral data, the following variables were
entered into the discriminant equation:

number of alterna-

tives, mean effectiveness, total initiations, and different
pairs of the transformed proportions of aggressive, assertive
and nonconfrontative best responses.
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For the behavioral data, the following variables were
entered into the discriminant equation:

number of alterna-

tives, mean effectiveness, total initiations, and different
pairs of the transformed proportions of aggressive, assertive, and nonconfrontative alternatives.
One content category had to be eliminated from the
analysis due to the proportional nature of the data for the
three categories of responses (aggressive, nonconfrontative,
and assertive).

This was due to the third category score be-

ing dependent on the previous two categories scores producing
a lack of independence of group means and variances.
tho~gh

Al-

omitting aggressive responses seemed reasonable as

there was low·variability on this variable, the author was
interested in the ability of this variable to discriminate
aggressive children.

Further, when aggressive- proportion

data is eliminated, a high negative correlation exists between nonconfrontative and assertive proportion scores which
Klecka (1981) points to as a possible source of error in a
discriminant analysis.

For this reason, each discriminant

analysis was first conducted with aggressive proportion data
and nonconfrontative data (with assertive proportion data
eliminated).

Subsequently, 12 additional discriminant

analysis were performed with nonconfrontative and assertive
proportion data while aggressive data were eliminated.

Thus,

only two transformed proportion scores were entered into the
discriminant analysis at one time.
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The one exception to this procedure involved the proportion data for the best response.

As near zero variabi-

lity, and often zero frequency of occurence existed across
all stories on the proportion of aggressive best responses,
which according to Klecka (1981) may also cause errors in
the discriminant analysis, it was permanently eliminated
from the analysis.

To further reduce the proportional

relationship between group means and variances, proportions
were transformed to their inverse sign or radian equivalent
using Table XIX of Walker and Lev (1953).
Analysis of Variance
Number of Alternatives.

In order to examine the

relationship between the number of alternatives children
generated to the hypothetical stories and the number of
alternatives they actually produced in a simulated behavioral problem situation, a series of three separate ANOVA's
were performed.
The first analysis (a split plot factorial 23.22, with
two levels of sex and three levels of group as between
groups factors and two levels of situation and two levels
of type of problem as within group factors) examined differences on mean number of alternatives in all hypothetical
stories combined and in both of the behavioral situations.
Analysis A (which examined all three groups) revealed
a significant main effect for situation
and for group

(F(2,32)=9.67,~

(F(l,32)=24.24,~~0l)

<.Ol) as well as a significant

group by situation interaction.

Tests of simple main effects
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and planned comparisons (Dunn's Multiple Comparison) indicated that on the hypothetical stories only the withdrawn
group differed from the liked group
d=.75,~

(F(2.32)=13.78,~

<.Ol,

<.Ol), with withdrawn children generating fewer

alternatives.
In the behavioral situation, however, both liked and

aggressive children differed from those who were withdrawn,

"
with the withdrawn
children again producing fewer alternatives.

(F(3.32)=14.42,~ (.Ol,d=.60,~

withdrawn comparison:
drawn comparison.

d=.74,~

< .05)

for the liked,

<.05 for the aggressive, with-

Aggressive children did not differ from

liked youngsters on this measure.

(See Table 1 for a

description of the means).
Analysi$ B (which examined only withdrawn and liked
groups) yielded a significant group main effect
(F(2,24)=22.38.~

<.005) and a significant main effect for

situation (F(l.24)=36.53,Q (.005.)

However, none of the

unplanned comparisons between the means were significant.
Analysis C (sex only) revealed no significant effects unique to the analysis.
In order to examine more closely the relationship

between alternatives generated to a hypothetical story
problem and to a corresponding behavioral situation, a second
group of split plot factorial ANOVA's were performed
comparing the number of alternatives for only the two
stories that directly corresponded to the behavioral
situations.

Findings from these analysis replicated that

,__-··

Table 1
Mean Number of Alternatives
For Group and Situation
Main Effects

Group

Situation
Hypothetical
and
Behavioral

Hypothetical

Behavioral

Liked

3.03

3.56

2.50

Withdrawn

2.27

2.69

1.85

Aggressive

2.88

2.83

2.92

Means for all groups

2.73

3.03

2.42
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of the previous set which examined the behavioral situations
and all the hypothetical stories (See Appendix F).
Finally, the last analysis performed on the mean
alternative variable was a split plot factorial 23.6 with sex
and group as the between group factors and story (i.e. story
1 through story 6) as the within group factor.

This analysis

was conducted to determine if the number of alternatives
generated varied as a function of story and if the group
effect depended on the story.

No story effect or story by

group interaction effect was obtained (and the group effect
remained consistent) suggesting that the mean number of
alternatives, across all the stories, was a representative
dependent measure and that the previously described group
effect generalized across the stories used.

(See Appendix

F for a description of the means).
Effectiveness of Intention and Behavior.

In order to

assess the relationship between the effectiveness of children's intention responses (i.e., their response to the
question "What would you do") and the effectiveness of
their behavioral responses a similar set of split plot factorial 23.22 ANOVA's (2 x sex, 3 x group between groups and 2
x situation, 2 x type of problem within groups) were performed.

Thus, the effectiveness of children's intention state-

ments in the peer conflict and peer initiation stories was
compared to the mean effectiveness of their actual behavior
in the matched behavioral situations.
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Part A of this analysis (group only) yielded a significant group effect (f=2,3rd)=6.31, E

~.01)

with planned

comparisons indicating that aggressive children had a lower
overall effectiveness score than liked children (d=l.07 ,E <

:--

.05) (M=4.03, liked; M=3.82, withdrawn; M=2.92 aggressive).
None of the other groups differed significantly from one
another.
Analysis B (withdrawn and liked groups only) yielded
no effects unique to the analysis, while analysis C (sex
only) revealed.no significant effects.
Effectiveness of Intention and Best Responses. Finally,
in order to assess the relationship between children's intention responses and their best responses (i.e. their response
to the question "\v'hat' s the best thing for the child in the
story to do") a split plot factorial ANOVA 23.6 (2 x sex and
3 x group by 6 x story) was performed on the effectiveness of
intention responses minus the effectiveness of best responses
(a constant of 5 was added to eliminate negative numbers).
In Analysis A (group only) an overall significant group
effect was found (F(2,32)=9.87,p

<

.01) while unplanned

comparisons yielded no significant differences, the trend
in the data indicated that aggressive children had a less
effective intention response in comparison to their best
response (M=l.86 intention, M3.57 best, d=l.71) while for
withdrawn children (M3.38 intention, M3.54 best, d=-.16)

-

-

-

and liked children (M=3.71 intention, M3.82, d=-.11)

>
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The difference as not as great.
Analysis B (withdrawn and liked groups only) and
Analysis C (sex only) yielded no significant differences.
In sum, the univariate analysis of variances revealed
that withdrawn children generated fewer alternatives (to
hypothetical stories) than did liked children.

Further,

in the behavioral situation, withdrawn children generated
fewer alternatives than both the liked and aggressive
children, who did not significantly differ from one another.
Finally, aggressive children showed a lower overall (e.g. both
hypothetical and behavioral combined) effectiveness score
than did liked children.
Multivariate Analysis
Intercorrelations among variables.

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5

present the intercorrelations among variables for the peer
conflict and peer initiation hypothetical and behavioral
data.

Because the intercorrelations tended to be small, for

the most part, the variables were unique and appeared to
measure different aspects of problem solving skill.

However,

the large negative intercorrelations between nonconfrontative
and assertive proportion scores (ranging from -.62 to -.99,
median =-.93) indicated that although these two variables
measured separate constructs they were also redundant with
each other.
The correlations between the measures also provided support for the validity of the effectiveness ratings as
indicated by the high positive correlations between assertive

Table 2
Pooled Within Group Correlation Matrix
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict Dependent Measures
PRO

·PRO

PRO

AGG
ALT

NC
ALT

ASS AGG NC
ASS AGG NC
ASS
ALT INTN INTN INTN BEST BEST BEST

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

MEAN

I'1E.AN

MEAN

MEAN

ALT

EFF
ALT

EFF
INTN

EFF
BEST

Proportion
Aggressive
Alternatives

1.00

Nonconfrontative
Alternatives

-.19 1.00

Assertive
Alternatives

-.60 -.62 1.00

Agressive
Intention

.22

.14 -.34 1.00

Nonconfrontative
Intention

.21

.11 -.21 -.36 1.00

Assertive
Intention

-.32 -.21

.41 -.20 -.80 1.00

Agressive Best

.37

.01 -.40

Nonconfrontative
Best

.00

.18 -.10 -.03

Assertive Best

-.05 -.21

.19

.05 -.21 1.00
.41 -.44 -.11 1.00

.19 -.05 -.40

.49 -.07 -.96 1.00

.j::-

\Jl

Table 2 (Continued)
Pooled Within Group Correlation Matrix
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict Dependent Measures
PRO

PRO

PRO

AGG
ALT

NC
ALT

ASS AGG NC
ASS AGG NC
ASS
ALT INTN INTN INTN BEST BEST BEST

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

MEAN

MEAN

MEAN

MEAN

ALT

EFF
ALT

EFF
INTN

EFF
BEST

Mean
Alternatives

.04 -.24

.18 -.17 -.14

.15 -.00

Effectiveness
of
Alternatives

-.57 -.18

.56 -.29 -.04

.20 -.20 -.04

.13 -.01

Effectiveness
of
Intention

-.09 -.13

.21 -.49 -.08

.39 -.08 -.34

.40

.01

.36

1.00

Effectiveness
of
Best

-.33

.15 -.34 -.19

.40 -.44 -.29

.38 -.06

-33

.42

.10

.29 -.28 1.00

1.00

1.00
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Table 3
Pooled Within Group Correlation Matrix
For Hypothetical Peer Initiation Dependent Measures
PRO

PRO

PRO

AGG
ALT

NC
ALT

ASS AGG NC
ASS AGG NC
ASS
ALT INTN INTN INTN BEST BEST BEST

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

MEAN

MEAN

MEAN

MEAN

ALT

EFF
ALT

EFF
INTN

EFF
BEST

Proportion
Aggressive
Alternatives

1.00

Nonconfrontative
Alternatives

-.04 1.00

Assertive
Alternatives

1.28 -.86 1.00

Aggressive
Intention

.58 -.05 -.11 1.00

Nonconfrontative
Intention

.13

Assertive
Intention

.23 -.21 -.06 1.00

-.39 -.19

.25 -.41 -.89 1.00

Aggressive Best
Nonconfrontative
Best

.11

.10 -.23 -.12

.16 -.08

1.00

.f::'

---.]

Assertive Best

--·

...

-.12 -.11

--

.22

1-

.13 -.16

4

.08

-.99

t'T"'l

·r•1•

1.00
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Table 3 (Continued)
Pooled Within Group Correlation Matrix
For Hypothetical Peer Initiation Dependent Measures
PRO PRO PRO PRO PRO PRO PRO
ASS AGG NC
ASS AGG NC
ASS
ALT INTN INTN INTN BEST BEST BEST

PRO
AGG
ALT

PRO
NC
ALT

.18

.30 -.39

!"lEAN

MEAN

MEAN

MEAN

ALT

EFF
ALT

EFF
INTN

EFF
BEST

Mean
Alternatives

.12 -.09

.03

-

.12 -.11

1.00

Effectiveness
of
Alternatives

-.58 -.45

.70 -.49 -.25

.46

-

-.18

.17 -.53

1.00

Effectiveness
of
Intention

-.37 -.19

.24 -.45 -.58

.74

-

-.09

.09 -.07

.48

1.00

Effectiveness
of Best

-.03 -.17

.15 -.10 -.15

.18

- -.54

-55 -.10

.25

.49

1.00

+=-

(X)

Table 4
Pooled Within Group Correlation Matrix
For Behavioral Peer Conflict Dependent Measures
Mean
Effect

Alternatives

Pro
Aggress

Pro
Nonconfront

Pro
Assert

Alternatives

1.00

Mean
Effectiveness

-.11

1.00

Proportion
Aggressive

.30

-.18

1. 00

Proportion
Nonconfrontative

.15

-.74

-.24

1.00

-.24

. 80

.02

-.97

1.00

.51

.03

.51

-.03

-.08

Proportion
Assertive
Total
Initiations

Total
Initiations

1.00
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Table 5
Pooled Within Group Correlation Matrix
For Behavioral Peer Initiation Dependent Measures

Alternatives
Alternatives

Pro
Aggress

Pro
Nonconfront

Pro
Assert

Total
Initiations

1.00

Mean Effectiveness

.29

Proportion
Aggressive

.24

Proportion
Nonconfrontative

Mean
Effect

1.00
.002

1.00

-.30

-.82

-.17

1.00

Proportion
Assertive

.25

.83

-.06

-.97

1.00

Total Initiations

.72

.43

.24

-.45

.40

1.00

\.n

0
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responses and effectiveness across both types of problems
(range=.38 to .83, median=.64), and the negative correlations
between aggressive responses and effectiveness in peer
conflict problems (range--.18 to -.57, median=-.46) and between nonconfrontative responses and effectiveness in peer
initiation problems (range=-.45 to -.82, median=-.56).

In both of the behavioral situations, total initiations
correlated positively (.51, conflict; .72, initiation) with
mean alternatives, suggesting a positive relationship between the number of unique behavioral alternatives and the
child's willingness to persist in solving the problem.
Finally, in the behavioral peer conflict situation total
initiations correlated positively with aggression (.51),
suggesting a positive relationship between the total number
initiations made and the proportion of alternatives which
involve aggression.
Discriminant Analysis
A total of 24 discriminant analysis were performed on the
hypothetical and behavioral data.

The 12 principle analyses

were conducted with the aggressive and nonconfrontative proportion data entered into the discriminant equation and the
assertive proportion data eliminated.

In the 12 subsequent

analyses, aggressive proportion data was eliminated and
assertive and nonconfrontative proportion data was entered
into the discriminant equation.

In all analyses,

11

best

response 11 always included proportion of assertive and nonconfrontative responses due to statistical reasons
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previously stated.

As the first set of 12 analyses are

considered to be the principle analysis, only data from
these analyses will be reported in detail.

The second set of

12 analyses were intended only as a check for statistical
error and thus will only be elaborated on if they contribute
a unique result.

Within each set of 12 analyses, 4 examined

group effects, 4 examined sex effects and 4 considered group
by sex effects for the hypothetical peer conflict and peer
initiation data, and the behavioral peer conflict and peer
initiation data, respectively.

However, as the group alone

and sex alone analyses were most often redundant with the
group by sex analyses, only data for the group by sex
analyses will be reported unless the group alone or sex alone
analysis added something unique to the results.
HyPothetical Stories
Peer Conflict Results of the stepwise dicriminant
analysis for group by sex combinations on hypothetical peer
conflict data yielded two significant (alpha=.05 for all
discriminant analyses) discriminant functions including the
following six variables in order of stepwise inclusion:
proportion of aggressive intentions, proportion of nonconfrontative intentions, proportion of nonconfrontative best,
mean alternatives, mean effectiveness of intention, and mean
effectiveness of best.

The first function had a Wilk's
lambda of .042 (associated X2 (24)=89.93,£ <.Ol) before the
function was removed, with an eigenvalue of 3.75 (associated
canonical correlation of .89).

Approximately 5o/fo of the
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variance was accounted for by this function.
Examination of both the standardized discriminant
function coefficents and the structure coefficents for Function 1 indicated that proportion of aggressive intentions
and mean effectiveness of the intention response were
weighted most heavily on the discriminant function and correlated most highly with the function (i.e., structure
coefficent) and thus these two variables made the primary
contribution to discriminating between groups.

(See Table

6.)
An evaluation of this function at the group centroids

and an examination of the group means on these variables
(See Table 7 -) indicated that these two variables discriminated aggressive males from the

r~st

of the children.

The

means indicate that aggressive males had a lower mean
effectiveness of intention and a higher proportion of
aggressive intentions relative to the other children.
The second function yielded a Wilk's lambda of .20
(associated x2 (-15)=45.48,p ( .01) before the function was
removed, and an eigenvalue of 2.14 (associated canonical
correlation of .82).

The second function accounted for 33%

of the variance.
An examination of the standardized discriminant co-

efficents and the structure coefficents revealed mean
alternatives to be the primary contributor to the discrimination between groups.

(See Table 6).

An evaluation of

Table 6
Variables Contributing to the Discriminent Functions
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict Data
Function 1
SDC*
SC**

Function 2
SDC
sc

F to
Remove

Wilks
Lambda

Significant

Proportion of
Aggressive
Intentions

4.89

.26

<.001

.87

.85

.63

-.16

l"lean Effectiveness of Intentions

1.63

.06

<.001

-.41

-.68

.69

.39

l"lean Alternatives

8.01

.11

<.001

.25

.09

1.02

-75

Proportion of Nonconfrontative
Intentions

2.85

.09

<.001

.05

.32

.69

.13

Proportion of Nonconfrontative Best

1.31

.09

<.001

.06

.14

-.17

.09

l"lean Effectiveness of Best

1.51

.05

<.001

.43

.08

.34

.20

Variable Entered

*Standardized
Discriminent
Coefficient

.

**Structure
Coefficient
\.n

+=-
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this function at the group means (See Table 7) indicated
that liked males and withdrawn males were most strongly
differentiated, with withdrawn males generating a fewer
number of alternatives than liked males.

The means suggest

that the other three groups generated a similar (although still
less than liked males, and more than withdrawn males number
of alternatives.
The classification results indicated that 71% of the
cases were correctly classified, on the basis of both
functions, into the groups in which they actually belonged.
Table 8 reveals that while both liked males and aggressive
males were classified correctly 100% of the time, withdrawn
males and females and liked females were similar enough to
each other in their scores on the six variables in these two
functions to be frequently misclassified.

However, none of

these latter three groups were classified as belonging to
either the liked or aggressive male groups.
When proportion of aggressive intention responses was
eliminated from this analysis and replaced by the proportion
of assertive intention score, mean effectiveness of intention
became the primary discriminating variable on Function 1.

This

is not surprising, due to the high negative correlation between proportion of aggressive intentions and mean effectiveness of intention.

In other words, without aggressive in-

tentions in the equation, mean effectiveness serves to
discriminate aggressive males (who are lower on this
variable) from the rest of the groups.

The elimination of

Table 7
Canonical Discriminant Functions
Evaluated at Group Centroids and Group Means
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict
Group Heans for Hajor
Discriminating Variables
Less
Hajor Contributors
Important
to Each Function
Variables

Group !feans for Remaining Variables
not Contributing to Either Function

Func·tion
\.:J.LVU.I:'

Groups

Centroids

Function
2

1

2

1
MEAN
EFF
INT

PRO
AGG
INT

'l
I

MEAN
ALT

PRO
NC
INT

PRO MEAN PRO
NC
EFF AGG
BEST. BEST AL.T

PRO
NC
ALT

MEAN PRO ; PRO
EFF ASS ! ASS
BEST1ALT

PRO
ASS
INT

PRO
AGG
BEST

.24

.05

I
I

Male·s
Liked

.13

2.25

3.57

.09

4.14

.66

.71 3.71 .20

.54

3.24

.241 .25

-.69

-1.98

3.00

.14

2.28

.67

.81 3.33 .11

.70

3.20

.19~

.16

.19

.00

Aggressive 3.40

-.43

1.96

.66

3.09

.23

.80 3.57 .22

.62

3.02

.191 .16

.05

.00

.43

.05

.24

.05

Withdrawn

I

I

ed

1. 30

.16

3.85

.00

3.28

.57

.62 3.92 .12

.46

3.53

1
1
.381 .42

hdrawn

1.53

.01

3.76

.00

2.86

.75

.52 3.76 .13

.62

3.64

.43l .23

Females

I
1

Proportion of Assertive Alternatives and Intentions did not contribute to the
primary analysis. Proportion of Aggressive Best was eliminated from all analysis.
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Table 8
Classification Results
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict

Predicted Group Membership
Groups

N. of Cases

1

2

3

4

5

Males
Liked

1

7

7

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

0

5
71.4%

0
0.0%

1
14.3%

1
14.3%

7
100.0%

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

0

100.00~

Withdrawn

2

7

0.00~

Aggressive

3

7

0.00~

Liked

4

7

0.0%

0.0%

0.00~

4
57.1%

3
42.9%

Withdrawn

5

7

0
0.0%

1
14.3%

0
0.0%

4
57.1%

2
28.6%

0

0

o.oo~

Females
0

Percentage of Cases Correctly Classified - 71.43%

0

(Chance=20%)

\.n

---.]
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The aggressive proportions did not change the second function.
Peer Initiation.

The stepwise discriminant analysis for

the hypothetical peer initiation data yielded two significant
discriminant functions for the following three variables in
order of their stepwise inclusion:

proportion of noncon-

frontative intentions, mean alternatives, and mean effectiveness of intention.

The first function had a Wilk's lambda

of .24 (associated X~(l2)=43.53,~

< .01)

before the function

was removed and an eigenvalue of 1.45 (associated canonical
correlation of .77).

The eignvalue on this function is

considerably lower than for peer conflict data indicating
that this function has less overall discximinating power.
This function accounted for

6o/~

of the variance.

Table 9 indicates that proportion of nonconfrontative
intentions was the highest weighted variable on Function 1
and that this variable correlated very highly with the
function (i.e., structure coefficent), indicating that it
made the major contribution to discriminating between the
groups.
Both the discriminant function evaluated at the group
centroids and an examination of group means (See Table 10)
indicate that this variable separated the withdrawn males
from the rest of the groups with withdrawn males having a
much higher proportion of nonconfrontative intention
responses than all four other group.
The second function yielded a Wilk's lambda of .59

Table 9
Variables Contributing to the Discriminant Functions
For Hypothetical Peer Initiation Data

Function 1

Variable Entered

F to
Remove

Wilks
Lambda

Significant

SDC*

Proportion
Nonconfrontative
Intentions

6.49

.42

<.001

.85

Mean
Alternatives

2.46

.32

<.001

Mean Effectiveness
of Intention

2.21

.24

<.001

*Standardized
Discriminent
Coefficient

SC**

Function 2
SDC

sc

.96

.65

.25

-79

.63

-79

.63

.78

.43

-79

.43

**Structure
Coefficient

\J1
\.0

~able
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Canonical Discriminant Functions
Evaluated at Group Centroids and Group Means
For Hypothetical Peer Initiation
Group Means for Major
Discriminating Variables
Major Contributors
To Each Function
Function
Group
Centroids

1

Group Means For Remaining Variables
Not Contributing to Either Function.

2

1
l

PRO

Function
Groups

1

l'1E.AN PRO PRO PRO

PRO

PRO"

ME.ANI PRO

PRO

PRO

NO
l'1E.AN EFF AGG NC NC
AGG ASS MEAN EFF I ASS AGG ASS
2 INTN ALT INTN ALT ALT BEST INTN BEST ALT BESTI INTN BEST ALT
I

Males
Liked

-.72

.94

.0913.62 4.521.00 .35

.19

.00

Withdrawn

2.18

.26

.4712.76 3.091.03 .30

.21

.00

1
I
.77 3.47 4.19 1 .86
.79 3-55 3.28 1 .52

Aggressive

-.15 -1.27

.05 2.57 3.52 .06 .29

.09

.19

.91 3-97 3.801 .76

I

.00 .64

.00 .63

.00 .66

I

Females

I
I
.95 3.69 4.42 11.00

Liked

-.82

.16

.0013.19 4.421.05 .22

.05

.00

.00 .73

Withdra'Nll

-.4-9 -.09

.05,2.86 4-.381.00 .18

.28

.oo .714-.00 3.76\ .95 .oo .82

m

0
1 Proportion of Assertive Alternatives and Intentions did not contribute to the
primary analysis. Proportion of Aggressive Best was eliminated from all analysis.
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(associated X(6)=15.65,Q<.Ol) before the function was
removed, and an eigenvalue of .608 (associated canonical
correlation of .61).

Approximately 29% of the variance was

accounted for by this function.

Using the previously des-

cribed criteria, mean number of alternatives and mean
effectiveness of intention were chosen as the major discriminating variables.

However, while mean effectiveness of

intention had a high standardized coefficent, it's structure
coefficent was only .43 and thus less weight should be given
to this variable than to mean number of alternatives.
An evaluation of this function at the group centroids

and of the group means indicated that this function differentiated aggressive males, withdrawn males and liked males from
eaqh other and from the rest of the groups.

(See Table

10)~

Withdrawn males had the second lowest mean number of alternatives and the lowest mean effectiveness of intention score,
aggressive males had the lowest mean number of alternatives
score and the second lowest mean effectiveness of intention
score, while liked males received the highest score on
these variables.
The linear combination of the three variables on these
two functions correctly classified only 48% of the cases.
This may be accounted for by the fact that while these variables did discriminate between liked and withdrawn males,
the female groups were often misclassified in various male
groups.

These variables best classified withdrawn males

62

(86%), liked males (71%) and aggressive males (43%) but not
the two female groups.

(See Table 11).

When the aggressive proportion data were eliminated and
the nonconfrontative and assergive proportion data were
entered into the discriminant analysis, proportion of nonconfrontative intentions again discriminates among the
groups on the first function.

However, on the second func-

tion, none of the variables appeared to discriminate between
groups.

This result is difficult to explain but may be a

result of statistical error due to the high correlation
between the assertive and nonconfrontative proportion data.
(See Table 4 for intercorrelations among measures).
Behavioral Situations
Peer Conflict.
behavio~al

The stepwise discriminant analysis on the

peer conflict data yielded one significant discrimi-

nant function for the following five variables listed in stepwise order:

proportion aggressive alternatives, number of

alternatives, total initiations, mean effectiveness, and
proportion of nonconfrontative alternatives.

This function

had a Wilk's lambda of .043 (associated X2 (12)=27.25,E (.01)
before the function was removed, and an eigenvalue of .82
(associated canonical correlation of .67) this function
accounted for 71% of the variance.
The standardized discriminant function and the structure
coefficents indicate that number of alternative and proportion
of aggressive alternatives best differentiated between groups
(See Table 12).

v'

Table 11
Classification Results
For Hypothetical Peer Initiation

Predicted Group Membership
Groups

N_!___2f_G9-_ses_

________ 1

Males

2

3

4

5

5
71.4%

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

2

7

28.6%

0
o.o%

2

6
85.7%

0
0.0%

0

7

0
0.0%

0.00,6

1
14.3%

3

7

0.0%

14.3%

42.9%

0.0%

42.9%

Liked

4

7

3
42.9%

0
0.0%

2
28.6%

1
14.3%

1
14.3%

Withdrawn

5

7

2
28.6%

1
14.3%

2
28.6%

0
0.0%

2
28.6%

Liked

1

Withdrawn
Aggressive
Females

Percentage of Cases Correctly Classified = 48.57% (Chance=2~fo)
(}\
\).I
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An evaluation of this function at the group centroids

and an examination of the group means reveals that number of
alternatives and proportion of aggressive alternatives differentiates the aggressive males from the other four groups
with aggressive males being higher on both of these variables (See Table 13).
The classification results indicate that only 40% of
the cases were correctly classified.

This is not sur-

prising, however as very little differences existed between
the four nonaggressive groups on these five variables.

(See

Table 14).
When the proportion of aggressive responses was
eliminated from the analysis and proportion· of nonconfrontative and assertive alternatives was entered into the equation,
number of alternatives and mean effectiveness emerge as the
tvlO discriminating variables on this function.

As in the

hypothetical peer conflict data, it appears that mean
effectiveness is a secondary discriminating variable,
which in the absence of the proportion aggressive score can
be used to discriminate the aggressive children.
Peer Initiation
The stepwise discriminant analysis for behavioral peer
initiation data yielded one discriminant function.

However,

neither the function itself nor the univariate F-statistics
for the two variables (proportion of aggressive alternatives
and total initiations) \vere significant.

A description of the

means for all variables is presented in Table

15).

Table 12
Variables Contributing to the Discriminant Function
For Behavioral Peer Conflict Data

Variable Entered

F to
Remove

Wilks
Lambda

Significance

Standardized
Discriminant
Coefficient

Structure
Coefficient

Alternatives

2.25

.63

-< .oo

.70

.80

Proportion
Aggressive

2.64

.47

<_.00

-75

-77

Total
Initiations

1.31

.40

<.00

-.31

.46

(})

\J1

Table 13
Canonical Discriminant Functions
Evaluated at Group Centroids and Group Means
For Behavioral Peer Conflict Data

Groups

Group
Centroids

Group Means
For Major
Discriminating
Variables
NO. OF
PRO
AGG
ALTS

Group Mean For Remaining Variables

TOTAL
INI

Variables not Contributing to 1
the Function
l"'EAN
PRO
PRO
EFF
NC
AS

Males
Liked

-.438

.00

2.00

2.57

4.42

.29

I

.71

Withdrawn

-.640

.00

1.28

1.43

4.18

.38

I

.62

Aggressive

1.600

.18

3.28

3.28

3.38

.57

I

.25

.078

.00

2.57

2.14

3-39

.38

I

.62

Females
Liked
Withdrawn

-.602

.00

1.71

2.43

4.42

I

.36

I

.64

1 Proportion of Assertive Alternatives did not contribute to the primary analysis.
0'1
0'1

Table 14
Classification Results
For Behavioral Peer Conflict

Predicted Group Membership
Groups

-~-

of Cases

1

2

Males

_____2

4

5

Liked

1

7

4
57.1%

2
28.6%

0
0.0%

1
14.3%

0
0.0%

Withdrawn

2

7

3
42.9%

3
42.9%

0
0.0%

1
14.3%

0
0.0%

7

1
14.3%

0
0.0%

3
42.9%

3
42.9%

0
0.0%

7

3
42.9%

1
14.3%

0
0.0%

3
42.9%

0
0.0%

7

3
42.9%

2
28.6%

0
0.0%

1
14.3%

1
14.3%

Aggressive

3

Females
Liked
vlithdrawn

4
5

Percentage of Cases Correctly Classified = 40.0~~ (Chance=20%)
0'1
-....:1

Table 15
Group Means
Behavioral Peer Initiation Data

Groups

Proportion
Proportion
Number
Mean
of NonconProportion
Aggressive
Total
of
Effective- frontative
Assertive
Alternatives Initiations Alternatives
ness
Alternatives Alternatives

Males
Liked

.oo

3.28

2.57

3.88

.38

.62

Withdrawn

.05

2.00

2.14

3.74

.48

.47

Aggressive

.08

2.57

2.57

3.27

-39

.52

Liked

.00

4.14

2.86

3.83

.36

.64

Withdrawn

.00

2.57

2.28

3.64

.27

.72

Female

(}\

CXl
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None. :of the group alone analyses yielded any unique
information to the results and thus will not be presented.
Sex Differences
When sex alone was examined as an independent variable
only one analysis revealed significant sex differences.

The

stepwise discriminant analysis for the hypothetical peer
conflict data revealed that the following three variables,
in order of stepwise inclusion comprised the function:
proportion of aggressive intentions, proportion of assertive
best, and mean effectiveness of alternative9.

This function

had a Wilk's lambda of .52 (associated X 2 (3)=20.40,~<.0l)
before the function was removed and an eigenvalue of .91
(associated canonical correlation of .69).

This function

accounted for 35% of the variance.
Evaluation of the standardized discriminant coefficents
and the structure coefficents revealed that proportion of
aggressive intentions and proportion of assertive best
respcnses were weighted most highly on this function and
correlated highly vlith the function indicating that they
best discriminated between groups (See Table 16).

An evaluation of this function at the group centroids
as vlell as an examination of the group means (See Table 17),
indicated that males had a higher proportion of aggressive
intention responses while females had the highest proportion
of assertive best responses.
The classification results indicate that 80% of the

Table 16
Variables Contributing to the Discriminant Functions
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict Data by Sex Alone
Standardized
Discriminant
Coefficient

F to
Remove

\-/ilks
Lambda

Significance

Proportion of
Aggressive
Intentions

7-67

.67

.0003

-.687

--734

Proportion of
Assertj.ve Best

6.09

.54

.0001

.594

-570

Mean Effectiveness
of Alternatives

1.03

.52

.0001

.277

.560

Variable Entered

Structure
Coefficient

-.._J

0

Table 17
Canonical Discriminant Functions
Evaluated at Group Centroids and Group Means
For Hypothetical Peer Conflict by Sex Alone

Grou s

Group ~1eans
for Hajor
DiscriminaGroup
tin9
Centroids Var1ables
PRO

PRO

Group Means for Remaining Variables
Variabiles not Contributing
to the Discriminant Function
MEAN

AGG ASS EFF
INTN BEST ALT

PRO

PRO

PRO

PRO

AGG
ALT

NO
ALT

NO
INTN

NC
BEST

1

MEAN

MEAN

PRO

PRO

MEAN EFF
ALT INTN

EFFBEST

ASS
ALT

ASS AGG
INTN BEST

PRO

I

i

Males

-.76

1.07

.6213.15

.79

1.83

1.77

2.46

3.17 2.81

3.54: .85

.55

.22

1.07

.24

I
f

Females

.17

.17 1.3213.58

.58

1.63

2.06

1.81

3.07 3.81

3.8411.13
I

1

I

Proportion of Assertive Alternatives and Intentions did not contribute to the
primary analysis. Proportion of Aggressive Best was eliminated from all analysis.

-._J

1-'
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cases were correctly classified according to the two
variables on this function.

Males were correcly classified

81% of the time while females were correctly classified

78% of the time.
As in the hypothetical peer conflict analysis for
group by sex, when aggressive proportion data is eliminated
and replaced by the assertive

pro~ortion

data, proportion

of assertive best responses again emerges while mean
effectiveness of intention response replaces proportion of
aggressive intentions as a discriminating variable.
None of the other analyses (i.e., hypothetical peer
initiation, and behavioral peer conflict and peer initiation)
revealed significant functions which discriminated between
males and females.
In sum, the multivariate data

a~alysis

revealed that

for hypothetical peer conflict stories, aggressive males
had a lower mean effectiveness score and generated a higher
proportion of aggressive intention responses as compared to
the other children.

Withdrawn males, on the other hand,

differed from the other children in that they offered fewer
alternatives to these stories.

Regarding the hypothetical

peer initiation data, both withdrawn and aggressive children
offered fewer alternatives and had a lower effectiveness of
intention score as compared to liked children. Further,
withdrawn males also offered more nonconfrontative intentions
than did the other groups of children.
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The behavioral data indicated that, in the peer conflict
situation, aggressive males offered more alternatives as well
as a higher proportion of aggressive alternatives than did
the other children.

The peer initiation situation revealed

no significant results.
Finally, the only sex differences obtained were the
hypothetical peer conflict situation in which males
offered a higher proportion of aggresive intentions and
females a higher proportion of assertive best responses.
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Discussion
The results of the present study revealed some very clear
and consistent group differences.

Contrary to the expectation

that children would not differ in their responses to hypothetical stories, withdrawn children generated significantly fewer alternatives than did liked children.

However, aggressive

males did not differ from liked or withdrawn children.

Walter

and Peters (Note 4) also reported this similarity between
aggressive and nonaggressive boys, although Richard and Dodge
(1981) found that both aggressive and withdrawn males were
deficient in this quantitative measure of reflective problem
solving skill.

However, Richard and Dodge found that each

group did not differ from liked children independently, only
when

combine~.

Finally, Cohen et. al (Note 3) and Deluty

(1981) found no differences between children in terms of the
number of alternatives they generated to hypothetical stories.
These inconsistent findings may be due to several methodological factors such as different subject selection criteria
(Deluty used the Children's Action Tendency Scale to select
subjects while Cohen et. al. failed to select extreme cases),
as well as variability in measurement and scoring procedures
(e.g. Deluty had children write

11

all the things they may say

or do in a given situation 11 while his procedure for scoring
alternatives is unknown).
In addition to a deficiency in hypothetical reasoning,
withdrawn boys were also deficient in generating alternatives
in the behavioral situations.

Here, they again generated
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fewer alternatives than well-liked children and in the peer
conflict situation, they also generated fewer alternatives
than aggressive boys.

In fact, aggressive boys had the high-

est mean number of alternatives of all children in the peer
conflict situation.

However in order to understand the

significance of these findings, one must examine not only the
number of alternatives but also the type and effectiveness of
these alternatives.
Analyses of qualitative measures for hypothetical and behavioral data revealed that the social groups differed most in
the effectiveness and content of their intention statements and
in the degree of aggressive behavior exhibited in the peer conflict situation.

However, as expected and in accordance with

the findings of other researchers (Walters & Peters, Note 4;
Richard & Dodge, 1981) all children were equally able to offer
an effective solution as the best response (i.e., reflecting
their knowledge of socially acceptable behavior) to both peer
conflict and peer initiation dilemmas.
'vJhile all children were aware of what they should do in
response to a particular peer problem, they did not match
their best response with their intention response.

In

particular, aggressive males offered aggressive intentions
to hypothetical peer conflict dilemmas, more often than
nonaggressive boys.

That is, although they did not offer

more aggressive alternatives, and did offer socially
appropriate best responses, they were more likely to state
that an aggressive solution would be the one they would use
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to solve the problem.

Thus, as other researchers have sug-

gested, aggressive boys may say they will engage in an
aggressive solution because it is their most dominant
thought or idea (Walters & Peters, Note 4).

Moreover, the

fact that aggressive males have such a high proportion of
aggressive intentions yields information about their verbal
behavior.

It may be that the process by which aggressive

males are labeled as such by peers begins as a result of
their high rate of aggressive threats.

Further, aggressive

males were also the only ones to engage in any aggressive
behavior at all in the peer conflict situation.

As men-

tioned earlier, they also produced the highest number of
behavioral alternatives.

This may have been due to the boy's

willingness not only to verbally offer aggressive solutions,
but to actually employ them in a behavioral conflict.
The qualitative analysis of the peer conflict behavioral
data for withdrawn children suggested that they did not differ
qualitatively from liked or aggressive children.

However, as

the other analyses indicated, withdrawn children did consistently employ fewer alternatives more often than the other
two groups.

This implies that they may, indeed, have a

passive style of responding.

That is, they tend to generate

potentially effective but fewer alternatives and thus manifest less persistance than the other two groups.
In view of these findings, it is possible that there may
be an optimal number of alternatives in responding to a peer
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conflict situation.

That is, liked children seem to know

when to give up before becoming aversive to their peers and
thus achieve an optimal level.

Aggressive males seem to

exceed this optimal level (i.e., either through resorting to
aggression~or

becoming overly persistant) with a correspond-

ing decline in alternative effectiveness.

Finally, withdrawn

children do not attain this optimal level although the few
alternatives they do generate are potentially effective.
Other researchers have similarly suggested that deviant
children may most clearly manifest social problem solving
deficits in conflict situations where the initial solution
is ineffective.

(Walters & Peters, Note 4; Richard & Dodge,

1981).
While the peer conflict situation best elucidates the
behavioral and cognitive deficits of aggressive children, the
peer initiation problem proves to be most revealing for withdrawn children.

These children differed most from the other

two groups in the number of nonconfrontative intentions they
offered.

Contrary to expectation, neither the univariate nor

the multivariate analyses revealed any significant differences
between children in the behavioral peer initiation situation.
However, an examination of the means in Table 15 reveals that
while none of the groups differed in the number of unique
alternatives produced or in the effectiveness of these alternatives withdrawn males again initiated fewer total interactions than the other children (with aggressive males and withdrawn females also being quite a bit lower than liked children).
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Thus, again, withdrawn males do not differ in the type or
effectiveness of alternatives produced, but may differ in
their persistance.
All of these results taken together are consistent with
previous observational studies of children's interactions
(Cohen et. al., Note 3; Masters & Furman, 1981) indicating
that aggressive males behave quite similarly to liked
children in the rate at which they interact with their peers
(i.e. as measured by the number of alternatives and total
number of initiations produced).

However, also consistent

with previous research, aggressive males dispense more
negative behavior (Dodge & Frame, 1982; Hartup, Glazer &
Charlesworth, 1967;. Masters & Furman, 1981) to peers as
evidenced by their higher proportion of aggressive alternatives.

The findings are also consistent with previous

research indicating that withdrawn children (especially males),
relative to their liked peers, initiate less interactions and
generally interact less with their peers, as indicated by
the fewer number of alternatives and initiations produced,
(Cohen et. al., Note 3; Furman, Rahe to Hartup, 1979).
A second purpose of the present study was to determine
the relationship between children's hypothetical reasoning
and their actual behavior.

One measure of this relationship

was a comparison of the alternatives offered in each case.
This comparison indicated that children were able to generate
as many alternatives to hypothetical stories as to behavioral
situations and contrary to expectation this was true regardless of social status.
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In order to answer the more specific question of whether
children in fact do what they intend to do, the relationship
between the effectiveness of intentions and that of behavior
was also examined.

Surprisingly, there were no differences

in effectiveness of children's intention statements relative
to their behavior.

That is, children predicted they would

engage in a solution that was as effective as the one they
actually employed.
The concordance between the effectiveness of intentions
and that of behavior becomes even more apparent when one
considers the content and sequencing of responses.

That is,

withdrawn children tend to predict that they will behave in
a nonconfrontative manner, (e.g. as demonstrated by their
intention statements), particularly in peer

initia~ion

dilemmas, and they do in fact engage in more nonconfrontative
behavior then the other children.

Similarly, aggressive boys

predict that in peer conflict situations, they will behave
aggressively, and relative to the other children, they show
the highest proportion of aggressive responses, although
aggressive behavior tended to follow one or two assertive
attempts rather than being a first response.

Further, it is

possible that the number of aggressive acts might have been
even higher if an adult had not been present during the
confrontation.

The consistency between intention and be-

havior was also apparent for liked children, who predicted a
range of assertive and nonconfrontative behaviors and subsequently engaged in those behaviors.
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In sum, there does appear to be some consistency between children's intentions and their behavior and this
consistency does not appear to vary as a function of social
status.

One way to interpret this result may be in terms of

a developmental progression.

As Damon (1977) points out, the

relationship between hypothetical and behavioral reasoning
may be developmental in that the lag between these two types
of social cognitive reasoning decreases with age.
differences may have emerged with younger children.

Thus,
Further,

as the more general relationship between hypothetical or reflective and behavioral or real-life problem solving is very
complex, it is possible that if difference do exist the
measures employed in the present study were not sensitive enough
to detect them.

Thus, in keeping with previous research

(Butler, Note 5; Krasnor & Rubin, Note 6) we cannot, as of
yet, establish a clear cut or one-to-one correspondence between hypothetical and behavioral measures of social problem
solving skill.
The results of this study must be qualified to account
for the sex differences obtained.

First, there seems to be

very little difference between withdrawn and liked females
in terms of both reflective and behavioral problem solving
skill.

While withdrawn females may initiate slightly fewer

interactions than liked females, they do not appear to manifest an overall problem solving deficit as do vrithdrawn males.
These findings suggest that, as would be expected from sex-
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role sterotypes, withdrawal may be a more deviant or socially
ostricized pattern of behavior for boys.

In the hypothetical

peer conflict situation, males had a higher proportion of aggressive intentions than did females.

These findings may

be due to males (especially aggressive boys) having a tendency to "talk tough" but to actually behave in a manner more
in keeping with social norms.

Finally, females offered a

higher proportion of assertive solutions as their best
response to peer conflicts than did males who seemed to
offer more nonconfrontative best responses.

Research on sex

differences in children's friendship behavior supports this
finding; in that girls are more verbal and more intimate in
their relationships (hence more likely to talk things over)
than are boys (Rubin, 1980).

These sex differences are

provocative and suggest the importance of assessing social
skill deficits separately for boys and girls.

Further,

these findings would be strengthened with the inclusion of
a group of aggressive females.
The results from the present study suggest some interesting behavioral and cognitive differences between withdrawn, aggressive, and well-liked children.

However, it

vJ

¢auld be desirable to replicate the present study with the

addition of a group of aggressive females as well as to
increase the sample size to ensure greater confidence in
the results.

It would also be beneficial to include a

comparison group of children of average sociometric status,
in order to determine the extent of aggressive and withdrawn
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children's problem solving deficits.
Finally, in future research, several modifications in
I•

the measures should be considered.

In the present study,

both the nature of alternative solutions to these problems
was categorized by adults as being representative of common
peer problems and as being potentially effective solutions
to these problems for elementary school aged children.
validity of this procedure is questionable.

The

While McClure,

Chinsky, and Larcen, (1978) have used a behavior analytic
•
approach (i.e., observing and interviewing children ~egarding
the occurrence of common peer conflicts) in developing a simulated behavioral problem solving measure, the majority of
existing problem soloving assessment tools have not been so
constructed.

Further, the effectiveness of solutions as rated

by adult judges is questionable.

It might be argued that

adults are merely rating the social appropriateness of these
alternatives rather than their effectiveness or their friendship enhancing properties.

Thus, it would be beneficial to

interview children as to their perception of the effectiveness
of various solutions as well as to observe the effectivenss of
various strategies in the natural environment.

Further, it

would be interesting to vary the sex, age, and social status
of the antagonist and assess the effects on children's responses.

Finally, the methodology employed in the interview

situation could be expanded to obtain more information about
children's social cognitive processing.

For example, it

would be informative to question children as to their self
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efficacy (i.e., confidence in themselves) regarding their
social behavior, and to assess children's attributions of
both their own and their peers' social intentions.
In addition to constructing a more socially valid
hypothetical measure, it would be desirable to expand the
behavioral measure to include a more detailed assessment of
children's sequencing of alternatives, children's preferred
strategies across different types of problem situations, and
children's reactions to targets of varying sex, age, and
social status.

Finally, a more detailed coding system, in-

cluding a recording of the reaction of the target peer would
allow for a more inclusive and substantive assessment of
solution effectiveness.
In sum, all children 1vere able to generate a socially
appropriate and potentially effective alternative to hypothetical problems.

However, differences between liked,

aggressive, and withdrawn children did appear in number of
hypothetical and behavioral alternatives generated, their
behavioral intentions, and in the type of behavior they exhibited in the simulated problem situations.

These differ-

ences suggest that withdrawn and aggressive males may benefit
from social-cognitive and behavioral problem solving training
and further, has helped identify areas of training emphasis
for each group.
In particular, withdrawn children demonstrated a preference for nonconfrontative intentions in response to both
hypothetical and behavioral, peer conflict and peer
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initiation dilemmas.

This preference was manifested as lack

of persistance (i.e., low number of alternatives) in the
behavioral peer conflict situation and a general passive
style of responding in peer initiation situations.

Con-

sequently, these children may benefit from behavioral skills
training concentrating on the acquisition of assertive
responses and the use of continued assertion when an initial
solution is ineffective.

Further, the cognitive deficit in

generating alternatives manifested by these children suggests
the need to expand their repertoire of alternative strategies
to interpersonal problems.

Finally, withdra\wn males' self-

perceptions regarding what they would be likely to do in a
peer dilemma situation may indicate a lack of confidence in
their ability to interact with others.

While this suggestion

is speculative, it may indicate that these children would
profit from training in positive self-statements and selfefficacy, as well as behavioral training designed to give
these children some successful social experiences.
Aggressive males, on the other hand, demonstrated an
inability to control aggressive impulses when an initial
socially appropriate solution failed to achieve their desired goal.

This deficit suggests the need to teach

aggressive boys to control aggressive impulses and/or to
replace aggression with more appropriate assertive responses,
especially

when an initial assertive solution has been

unsuccessful.

Further, while aggressive boys do not appear
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to need practice in generating hypothetical alternatives, as
in the case with withdrawn males, they would benefit from
altering their self-perceptions and intention statements.

That

is, their tendency to report that they would engage in an
aggressive solution to a peer conflict may lead them to acquire
an aggressive label, may be somewhat of a self-fulfilling prophecy, or may reflect their misperception of the motives and
intention of the antagonist.

Although it may also reflect

an accurate self-appraisal, it certainly is not one that is
likely to promote positive social behavior.
In view of the cognitive and behavioral deficits exhibited by these children, perhaps a training format similar
to that employed by Oden and Asher (1977) involving both
cognitive instruction as well as an opportunity to practice
and receive feedback on these newly acquired skills, would
best accomplish these goals.

However, before any strong

suggestions for intervention can be made, future research
must continue to employ both hypothetical and behavioral
measures in order to more clearly identify the various
components of social problem solving skill as well as to
further assess the relationship between these components.
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Appendix A

Hypothetical Measures

Subject #____________________

Evaluator

Teacher's Name

------------------

------------------------------------------------------School
------------------------------------

Date

Open-Middle Test

"We are interested in the way children like you and
the other boys and girls in your class think about things.
What we are going to be doing is looking at some pictures
so I can get your ideas.

This is not a test; so, there

are no right or wrong answers."
Pause briefly to make sure the
child is paying attention and
understanding you.
"What you say is important to me, so speak slowly."

94
STORIES
Story 1
"Let's look at some other pictures."

(Show only first

card of OM-1 set).
Ken (Sarah) just got his/her hair cut, and Phil (Jean)
(point) thought it looked funny so s/he began to make fun
of him/her.

Ken (Sarah)

(point)

felt upset because s/he

didn't want to be teased anymore.

S/he had to decide what

to do.
(Lay out entire 3-card sequence and point to the 3rd
picture).
"This picture (point) shows that Ken (Sarah) thought of
something to do to solve his (her) problem--to make him
(her) feel okay.

S/he probably could think of lots of

different ideas.

What I'd like you to do is tell me all

the different things that Ken (Sarah) might do or say to
feel okay.

Tell me as many different things as you can."

Story 2
(Show only first card of OM-2 set).
"First I'm going to show you a picture.

(pause).

Patrick (Pam) needed to use a blue marker to finish a
project.

He (she) asked another child who was also color-

ing if he (she) could borrow his/her blue marker but the
other child was using it and wouldn't give it to him/her.
Patrick (Pam) felt upset because he (she) really needed
the blue marker and the other child was the only one who
had a blue marker and he (she) wouldn't let Patrick (Pam)
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use it.

11

(Lay out entire 3-card sequence and point to the 3rd picture)
"This picture shows that Patrick (Pam) thought of something
to do to solve his (her) problem -- to make him (her) feel
ok.

S/he probably could think of lots of different ideas.

What I'd like you to do is tell me all the different
things that Patrick (Pam) might do or say to feel ok.
Tell me as many different things as you cari.. 11

Story 3
11

Let's look at some other pictures

11

(Show only first card

of OM-3. set).
''Tony (Tracy) was out on the playground and he/she walked in
front of another child.
him/her.

The other child got angry and hit

Tony (Tracy) felt upset because the other child

hit him/her.

S/he had to decide what to do.

(Lay out entire 3-card sequence and point to the 3rd picture)
11

This picture (point) shows that Tony (Tracy) thought of

something to do to solve his (her) problem--to make him
(her) feel ok.
ferent ideas.

S/he probably could think of lots of difWhat I'd like you to do is tell me all the

different things that Tony (Tracy) might do or say to feel
ok.

Tell me as many different things as you can.
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Story 4
"Let's take a look at some other pictures''

(Show only

first card of OM-4 set).
Sam (Shelly) wanted to play ball with a group of kids, but
he/she felt upset because he/she wasn't sure if the kids
would let him (her) play.

(point)

S/he had to decide

what to do."
(Lay out entire 3-card sequence and point to the 3rd
picture).
11

This picture (point) shows that Sam (Shelly) thought of

something to do to solve his (her) problem--to make him
(her) feel ok.

S/he probably could think of lots of

different things or ideas.

What I'd like you to do is tell

me all the different things that Sam (Shelly) might do or
say to feel ok.

Tell me as many different things as you

can.''

Story 5
"Let's look at some other pictures."

(Show only first

card of OM-5 set).
Jim (Julie) wanted to invite another child over to his/her
house, but he/she felt bad because he/she didn't know how
to ask the other child.

S/he had to decide what to do."

(Lay out entire 3-card sequence and point to the 3rd
picture).
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"This picture (point) shows that Jim (Julie) thought of
something to do to solve his (her) problem--to make him
(her) feel ok.
ferent ideas.

S/he probably could think of lots of difWhat I'd like you to do is tell me all.the

different things that Jim (Julie) might do or say to feel
ok.

Tell me as many different things as you can.u

Story 6
"Let's take a look at some other pictures."

(Show only

first card of OM-6 set).
"Tom (Tina) was at school and he (she) was going to be
working on a proj.ect with another girl/boy.

He/she walked

into the room where the other girl/boy was waiting and the

.

other girl/boy was playing with some toys.

Tom (Tina)

felt upset because he (she) wanted to get to know the other
child and have him/her like him (her) but he (she) wasn't
sure how to make friends.

He (she) had to decide what to

do."
(Lay out entire 3-card sequence and point to the 3rd
picture).
"This picture (point) shows that Tom (Tina) thought of
something to do to solve his/her problem--to make him (her)
feel ok.

She/he could probably think of lots of different

things or ideas.

What I'd like you to do is to tell me all

the different things that Tom (Tina) might do or say to feel
ok.

Tell me as many different things as you can.u
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PROMPTS

"I really appreciate how hard you are trying.

You told

me some different things that the child in the story
could have done.

What if they didn't work?

Think real

hard and tell me some other things that s/he might do."

"I'd like to ask you another question.

You've told me

some things that the child in the story could do.

Which

one of these things would you do if you were him (her)?"

"I'd like to ask you one more question.

What is the best

thing the child in the story could do?"

(If in doubt whether the child is finished, ask, ''Are
you through?"
"Good!
to 01'1-2.

Praise the child's efforts by saying,

I can see you're really thinking."

Then go on
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Appendix B
Manual for Scoring Hypothetical and Behavioral
Measures
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Scoring Alternatives
Story 1
Ken's/Sarah's problem is that he/she feels upset because Phil/Jean is teasing him/her about his/her haircut.
Alternatives (Alt's) should be scored when the protagonist takes action to stop the teasing or to avoid
further teasing by the antagonist.

This includes verbal

requests to stop the teasing or talking things over, ignoring or walking away, asking another for help, engaging
in another activity or physical or verbal retaliation.
i.e.

1) Tell him to stop.

2) Walk away.
3) She can just smile.
4) Put a hat on.

5) Play with someone else.
6) Call them names.

?) Hit him.
Story 2
Patrick's/Pam's problem is that he/she needs to borrow
a blue marker from another child, in order to finish a project, and the other child is the only one who has one and
refuses to lend the marker to Patrick/Pam.
Alt's should be scored when the protagonist takes an
action to borrow the marker or to somehow obtain a marker
in order to finish the project.

This includes making
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verbal requests or demands for the marker, asking for help,
attempting to bargain with the antagonist for the marker,
physically taking the marker away or any other direct
action taken in order to finish the project.

In this story,

nonconfrontative Alt's such as "Wait for the marker 11 or
"Color it with a pencil and wait until the next day 11 should
be scored as Alt's as they involve an action which will
lead to an eventual resolution of the problem.
such as "Use another color" or

11

Statements

Use a substitute" are

scored as Alt's as they demonstrate flexibility as well as
a nonconfrontative resolution to the problem.
statements such as

11

Forget it" or

11

Finally,

Not do the project" are

also scored as Alt's as they typify withdrawn or ineffective
behavior.
i.e.

1)

Ask him to share.

2)

Say please.

3)

Ask to borrow it and say she'll give it
back.

4)

Tell the teacher to tell him to let him
use it.

5)

Ask teacher if she has one.

6)

Trade for it.

7)

Say she'll let her borrow something of
hers.

8)

Grab it.

9)

Buy her own.

10)

Use another color.
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11)

Not finish the project.

Story 3
Tony's/Tina's problem is that he/she walked in front
of another boy/girl and he/she got mad and hit Tony/Tina.
Alt's should be scored when the protagonist takes
action to stop the antagonist's aggressive actions or avoid
further aggressive confrontation.

Alt's include ignoring

or walking away, verbal requests to stop hitting or talking
it over, apologizing, getting help from another, seeking
other friends or activities or physical or verbal retaliation.
i •.e.

1)

Go away.

2)

Try to stay away from him.

3)

Tell person it wasn't fair.

4)

Tell her nicely to please leave me alone.

5)

Talk about it/apologize.

6)

Tell the principal.

7)

Tell his parents.

8)

Go play with some other friends.

9)

Call her a name.

10)

Hit her back.

11)

Throw rocks at him.

Story 4
Sam's/Shelly's problem is that he/she wants to play
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baseball with a group of kids but is not sure if the kids
will let him play.
Alt's should be scored when the protagonist takes
action to either play with the group of kids, or asks the
other kids if he/she can play.

This includes bargaining,

showing the kids he/she can play or helping to set up for
the game.

Seeking out other friends or activities are also

to be considered Alt's as they are nonconfrontative alternatives to the problem.

Walking away and going home are

also to be considered Alt's as they are nonconfrontative
alternatives which also typify withdrawal or withdrawn
behavior.
i.e.

1)

Ask them if she could play.

2)

Ask if they needed another player.

3)

Ask them to try him out.

4)

Tell them he'd be cat·cher.

5)

Tell them you can use my mitt and ball.

6)

Just start playing.

7)

Help bring the equipment.

8)

Throw a fast ball.

9)

Get some other kids and start playing.

10)

Go off and start his own game.

ll)

Practice with his dad.

12)

Hit them.

13)

Call them a name.
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Story 5
Jim's/Julie's problem is that he/she wants to invite
another child over to his/her house but is not sure how to
ask the other child.
Alt's should be scored for any direct verbal or
physical action taken by the protagonist to either invite
the child over or to get to know the child better as a
means of eventually inviting him/her over.

Again, state-

ments which involve asking someone else or not asking the
child over are to be considered nonconfrontative or withdrawn behavioral responses.
i.e.

1)

Ask her over.

2)

Ask her to come and play with other
friends.

3)

Say,

11

Would you like to watch T.V. at

my house and maybe play a game?"
4)

Have a conversation and at the end ask
her.

5)

Ask her and a couple of girls over.

6)

Ride bikes with him.

7) Show her around school and get to know
her.
8)

Give her some candy.

9)

Let her use her crayons in school.

10)

Take a friend she knew and have her
introduce her.

11)

Tell teacher to ask him.
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12)

Ask someone else.

13)

Not ask him.

Story 6
Tom's/Tina's problem is that he/she is going to be
working on a project with another child and wants to get
to know the other child and have him/her like him/her.
Alt's should be scored for any protagonist initiated
attempt to get to know, talk to or play with the other
child.

This includes verbal assertion, direct actions

taken to initiate play or friendship, verbal or physically
aggressive actions or nonconfrontative alternatives.
i.e.

1)

Ask her name.

2)

Say hi.

3)

Ask her what she likes to do.

4)

Play with him.

5)

Bring out a toy and go over to him.

6)

Play with toys with him.

7)

Take his toys away.

8)

Tell him to stop playing with his toys.

9)

Play with another toy.

10)

Walk away.

11)

Do nothing.

Scoring Solution Variants
Variants (Var's) are variations on or elaborations of
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a theme originated in a previous Alt given to the same
story.

The following is a list of rules to consider when

scoring Alt's and Var's.
Rule 1:

A

Var should be scored when the verb or

action remains the same but the object of the verb (e.g.
location, person, thing or time of the action is varied).
i.e.

Story 2
1)

Use a different color. (Alt)

2)

Use a crayon.

(Var)

1)

Play in another game.

(Alt)

2)

Play with other friends. (Var)

Story 4

Rule 2:

Asking versus pleading versus telling.

Different ways of asking or telling someone to do something should be scored as different Alt's.

Questions,

pleas, assertive verbalizations and aggressive verbalizations all represent distinctly different alternatives
and should be credited as unique solutions to the
i.e.

Stor~

1

1)

Tell her to stop.

2)

Ask her why she's teasing.

Stor~

p~oblem.

(Alt)
(Alt)

4
1)

Tell her friends she can play well.
(Alt)

2)

Ask them to give her a chance.

(Alt)
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Story 6
1)

Ask her to be friends.

(Alt)

2)

Tell her you'd better be my friend.
(Alt)

Rule 3:

Verbalizing versus carrying out an action.

Carrying out a suggested solution to the problem and having
the protagonist say or suggest the solution (or in the
reverse order) should be scored as Alt and Var.
i.e.

Story 5
1)

Come up to her and say "Would you
like to come over to my house? 11

2)

Ask her over.

(Alt)

(Var)

Story 6
1)

Say "Come on be my friend."

2)

Beg her to be my friend.

(Alt)

(Alt)

Offering versus giving are scored as an Alt and Var.
i.e.

Story 2
1)

Offer him some candy.

2)

Give him some candy.

(Alt)
(Var)

Story 6

Exceptions:

1)

Offer him a toy.

2)

Give him a toy.

(Alt)
(Var)

If verbalizations of a solution represents

a different strategy than carrying it out, usually a threat
versus an action, two Alt's should be scored.
i.e.

Story 1
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1)

He could tell the teacher. (Alt)

2)

He could say, ''I'm gonna tell the
teacher. (Alt)

Story 3
1)

Tell him he's gonna beat him up.
(Alt)

2)

Beat him up.

(Alt)

However, caution should be taken when using this rule
for occasionally the action is irrelevant while the verbalization of the action is acceptable.
i.e.

Story 1
1)

He could hate them.

(Irr)

2)

He could say, "I hate you."

(Alt)

Story 6
1)

He could make friends.

(Irr)

2)

He could say, "Let's make friends.
(Alt)

Rule 4:

Generic followed by a specific or specific

followed by a generic.

If a child gives a global response

and then follows it with a specific example or vice versa,
(i.e. specific followed by a generic) the solutions should
be scored as Alt, Var.
i.e.

Story 3
1)

Talk to him about it.

2)

Say "How would you like it if I hit
you." (Var)

(Alt)

(This is a generic

followed by a specific).
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Story 5
1)

Come up to her and say "Would you
like to come over and play?

2)

Ask her right out.

11

(Alt)

(Var)

(This is a specific followed by a
generic).
Story 6
1)

Ask her questions and talk to her.
(Alt)

2)

Ask her what she l.iked to do. (Var)
(This is a generic followed by a
specific).

Caution should also be taken when using this rule as
the generic or global response may be IRR while the specifie response is acceptable.
i.e.

Story 6
1)

Try to make friends.

(IRR)

2)

Try to play with him and be nice. (Alt)

Story 6
1)

Find out his personality (IRR)

2)

Talk to him and see what he enjoys
(Alt)

Rule 5:

The use of and, or, like, and other conjunc-

tions within the same sentence.

This is probably the most

difficult scoring rule to use as often children will connect
two different solutions with "and

11

or "or

11

•

It is important

to keep in mind that two statements connected by "and

11

in
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which

one involves a rephrasing, clarification or elabor-

ation of the other only one alternative should be scored.
i.e.

Story 5
1)

Ask her and tell her about the
things she has at her house. (Alt)

Story 6
1)

Ask her questions and talk to her
(Alt)

While these statements do involve two actions (asking
and telling), they represent one thought which is occuring
at one point in time and thus should be scored as one Alt.
Other examples include:
i.e.

Story 2
1)

Ask to borrow it and say she'll give
it back.

(Alt)

Story 5
1)

Have a conversation and at the end
ask him.

(Alt)

Story 6
1)

Bring toys over and start playing.
(Alt)

When the conjunction "or" is used and a set of actions
is broken up in time, and Alt and Var should be scored.
i.e.

Story 2
1)

Ask teacher (Alt) or friends (Var).

2)

Get another color (Alt) or get one
from home (Var).
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This rule also applies to the use of "and" when a set
of telling people at the same time is broken.
Story 3

i.e.

1)

He could tell the teacher (Alt) and
his mother (Var).

However, as mentioned previously, objects connected
by "and", "or 11

,

"like", etc., which are not broken by time

should be scored as one Alt.
i.e.

Story 1
1)

He could tell his mother and father.
(Alt)

Story 6
1)

He could make friends by asking him
over. (Alt) ·

Often times children will give solutions which represent multiple expressions of the same "generic'' class of
activity.

These solutions can be "grouped" into categories

of solutions, e.g., help seeking, ignoring, verbal assertion.

These types of solutions when appearing in the same

story protocal should be scored as Alt, Var.
Examples of the most common variant categories for
each story are given below.
Story 1
1)

Help seeking
a.

Tell the teacher.

(Alt)

b.

Tell his parents.

(Var)

c.

Tell the principal.

(Var)
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2)

3)

Nonconfrontative, Ignoring
a.

Don't go around that kid.

b.

Don't listen to him.

c.

Ignore him.

d.

Not let it bother her.

(Alt)

(Var)

(Var)
(Var)

Fixing hair
a.

Wear a wig. (Alt)

b.

Fix her hair up.

c.

Comb his hair differently.

(Var)
(Var)

Story 2
1)

Nonconfrontative direct action (Asking
someone else)
a.

Borrow the teachers'. (Alt)

b.

Ask somebody else.

a.

Get one from the office.

d.

Tell the teacher to tell him to let
him use it.

e.
Note:

(Var)
(Var)

(Alt)

Go home and get one.

(Alt)

'd' is a separate alternative as it involves

asking someone to do something specific.

'e' is also a

separate alternative because it involves a break in time
from the rest of the variant category.
2)

Nonconfrontative direct action (using
something else)
a.

Use a substitute (Alt)

b.

Use another color (Var)

c.

Use a crayon (Var)
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d.
Note:

Just go without it (Alt)

'd' is a separate alternative as it does not

involve attempting to find a substitute as do the rest of
the responses in this variant category.
3)

Verbal assertion, verbal request
a.

Ask him.(Alt)

b.

Ask if she can borrow it.(Var)

c.

Ask nicely (Var)

Story 3
1)

Note:

Help seeking
a.

Tell the teacher. (Alt)

b.

Tell the principal.

c.

Tell her parents. (Var)

d.

Tell her sister to beat him up. (Alt)

(Var)

'd' is a separate alternative as it involves tell-

ing her sister to do something specific.
2)

Note:

Nonconfrontation:

ignore, walk away

a.

Just ignore him. (Alt)

b.

Stay away from him.

c.

Don't walk in front of him.

d.

Don't go by him.

e.

Stay around other friends. (Alt)

f.

Don't hit her back.

(Var)
(Var)

(Var)

(Alt)

'e' is to be scored as a separate alternative

as it involves the unique action of staying around other
friends as opposed to just staying away from or ignoring,
the antagonist.

'f' is also scored as a separate alternative
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as it involves controlling one's anger rather than simply
walking away.
Story 4
l)

Nonconfrontative direct action: Seeking
out other friends or activities with
others.

Note:

a.

Look for another ball game. (Alt)

b.

Try another game, soccer. (Var)

c.

Go off and get other kids. (Var)

d.

Play Greek dodgeball.

e.

Try to start her own game. (Var)

f.

Try to play a different game. (Var)

g.

Go do something by herself.

(Var)

(Alt)

'g' is a separate alternative as it involves

playing alone rather than with other kids.
2)

Ask to play

Verbal assertion:
a.

Ask to play.

(Alt)

b.

Ask them to give her a chance. (Var)

c.

Tell her friends she can play well.
(Alt)

Note:

'c' is also a separate Alt as it involves the

act of telling or trying to convince the others she can play
well.
Story 5
1)

Verbal

assertion~

asking him/her

a.

Ask him.

(Alt)

b.

Go up and ask him to come over and
play football. (Var)
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2)

Note:

c.

Invite him over.

(Var)

d.

Go up and give it to him straight. (Var)

Help seeking
a.

Ask his mom how to say it. (Alt)

b.

Ask another kid's advice. (Var)

c.

Ask his mom to ask him.

d.

Ask another kid to ask for him. (Var)

(Alt)

'c' is a separate alternative from 'a' as it

involves asking someone to do something specific rather
than merely asking for advice.
Story 6
1)

Verbal assertion:
a.

talk to him/her.

Ask her questions and talk to her.
(Alt)

Note:

b.

Ask her what she likes to do. (Var)

c.

Go over and say hi. (Alt)

d.

Ask her over. (Alt)

Asking her over and going up to say hi are

separate Alt as they represent distinctly different friendship making strategies.
2)

Verbal assertion:
a.

ask him/her to play.

Ask the boy if he could play with
him.

(Alt)

b.

Ask the boy to play. (Var)

c.

See if he wants to play ball. (Var)

d.

See if he wants to work on school-
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work. (Var)
3)

Note:

Direct action
a.

Go over to him.

b.

Sit down by him.

c.

Play with him.

d.

Bring him toys. (Var)

e.

Share toys with him.

(Alt)
(Alt)
(Alt)

(Var)

'c' is a new Alt as it specifies the action of

playing with the other child.
Scoring Irrelevant Responses
In all of the stories a response is to be scored as
Irrelevant (Irr) if it is completely unrealistic or excessively vague, a nonprotagonistic initiated act, irrelevant
to the story or a misinterpretation of the story or a mere
repetition or rephrasing of the story problem.

Below is a

list of examples for each story.
Storz 1
1)

Let his hair grow back.

2)

They could say sorry for teasing him.

3)

She could wear pretty dresses.

4)

He could feel bad.

1)

He could invent a way to make a blue

StOE;r 2

marker.
2)

The other kid could give him the blue
marker.
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3)

He could get a new bicycle.

4)

He could feel bad cuz the other kid
wouldn't let him use it.

Story 3
1)

He could go to a judge.

2)

The teacher could yell at him.

3)

He could have some ice cream.

4)

He felt bad cuz he didn't like being hit.

1)

Become a pro baseball player.

2)

They might ask him.

3)

Try not to stoop to their level.

4)

Show them she'd be their friend if they

Story 4

let her play. ·

5)

Try making friends.

1)

Tell him he'll give him a ride in his

Story 5

airplane.
2)

The kid could ask him over.

3)

Don't act like a hot shot.

4)

Make friends.

5)

Not invite him if he said no.

1)

Try to get to know him at recess.

2)

He might give Tom a toy.

3)

Ask other kids.

Story 6
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Note:

4)

Just be herself.

5)

Get to know him.

#1 is completely unrealistic in Story 6 only

as the context of the story problem makes it impossible for
the solution to take place.
Scoring Repetitions
In all of the stories it is possible for a child to
simply repeat an alternative given earlier, especially after
having been prompted by the interviewer
alternatives.

to generate more

Repetitions must be exact restatements of a

previous alternative to be scored as a repetition (Rep).
i.e.

Story 6
l)

Ask him to be friends. (Alt)

2)

Say will you be my friend. (Var)

3)

Ask him to be friends.

(Rep)

Effectiveness Scoring Procedure
Each solution is rated on a 5-point effectiveness scale
(l=minimally effective, 5=maximally effective).

In the fol-

lowing section general guidelines for scoring effectiveness
are presented as well as several examples at each level of
effectiveness for each of the six stories.

Each of the

ratings given as examples represents the mode (most frequent
score) given by 5 independent adult judges.
The following guidelines should be used in scoring
effectiveness:
1)

First, compare the solution with the examples

provided for that story.

If the solution is the same as
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or a slightly reworded version of the example, it should be
given the same effectiveness rating as the example.
2)

If the solution does not appear as an example then

the example should be used as a general guideline in making
a scoring decision.

If the solution seems similar in con-

tent to one of the examples, it should receive a comparable
effectiveness rating.
For example, in Story 1, the responses, "Say I like
my hair this way 11 and
examples whose

11

Talk to him/her about i t

eff~ctiveness

rating is 5.

11

appear as

The responses,

"Say it's my hair and you don't have to like it 11 and

11

Say

it doesn't look funny" do not appear as examples but are
similar to telling her to stop and saying

11

I like my hair

this way 11 as they both involve the strategy of sticking up
for onesself by means of verbal assertion.
as these

In cases such

where the difference is slight, the same effec-

tiveness should be assigned.
3)

If a solution is not among the examples provided

and does not appear similar to any of the examples, the
following criteria should be used to determine an effectiveness rating.
a)

Maximizes positive consequences: This refers

to the extent to which the solution increases the likelihood of a positive outcome for the people involved in the
story problem.
b)

Minimizes negative consequences: This is the

extent to which the solution decreases the likelihood of a
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negative outcome (such as physical injury or hurt feelings)
for each character involved.
When considering possible positive and negative consequences of a solution, it is helpful to think in terms of
the feelings, thoughts or possible reactions of all story
characters but to weigh most heavily those affecting the
protagonist.

For example, in Story 3, walking away from

the antagonist after just being hit will probably lead to
mostly good consequences for the protagonist (i.e. he/she
will not get in a fight, and thus avoid getting in trouble)
but still leaves the antagonist angry.

On the other hand,

talking it out with the antagonist or telling him/her not
to hit again will lead to mostly good consequences for both
parties.

Thus the first example would receive an effec-

tiveness rating of 4 and the latter a 5.
It is also important to consider both the short and
long term consequences of a solution.

For example, in Story

2, buying a marker and doing the project the next day is an
effective alternative in terms of long-term consequences
(i.e. the child will eventually get the project finished)
but it does very little in terms of solving the immediate
problem (i.e. borrowing the marker from the child who won't
give it to him/her) and thus should get an effectiveness
rating of about 3.
c)

Do-ability:

It is also important to consider

the extent to which a solution is do-able or realistic.
For example, in Story 2, calling home and asking mom to
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to bring a blue marker may seem like a good solution, yet

it is highly unlikely that the child's mother will drive
to school to bring the child a blue marker.
d)

Hierarchy of Effectiveness: In making scoring

decisions it is helpful to arrange solutions or types of
solutions into a hierarchy of effectiveness.

In all of the

stories, assertive solutions are generally considered to be
the most effective, followed by nonconfrontative solutions,
with aggressive solutions being the least effective.
More specifically,

in the 3 peer conflict stories, we

can think of verbally assertive solutions (i.e. talk it out
with them) as being the most effective, followed by nonconfrontative solutions (i.e. walk away, ignore them),
nonconfrontative direct actions (i.e. find someone else to
play with) and seeking help from an authority (i.e. tell
the teacher) with verbally or physically aggressive solutions as the least effective (i.e. call him/her a name,
hit him).

Similarly, in the 3 peer initiation stories,

any type of verbal assertion (i.e. ask them to play, ask
him/her over) or direct action (i.e. play with him/her)
are considered the most effective followed by nonconfrontative direct action (i.e. play with someone else), help
seeking (i.e. ask his/her mom for advice) and nonconfrontative or aggressive solutions being the least effective
(i.e. forget it, hit him/her).
After weighing each of the above critera equally,
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solutions should be rated for effectiveness according to ·.the
extent to which the solution solves the problems and reaches
the desired outcome.
On the following pages is a set of effectiveness
scoring guidelines for each of the stories.

When using

these guidelines it is helpful to keep in mind the general
rule that. if the solution is similar to the example but is
somewhat vague, unrealistic or less directly related to the
story problem, it should be given the next lowest effectiveness rating.
Effectiveness Ratings for Story 1 - Teasing
General Guidelines
A)

Verbal Assertion:

Attempts to solve the problem

by talking, sticking up for oneself in a nonthreatening
manner or simply telling the antagonist to stop are given
an effectiveness rating of
i.e.

5.

1)

Talk to him/her about it. (Eff 5)

2)

Say "I like it this way." (Eff 5)

3)

Tell her/him to stop.

4)

Ask him/her how he/she would feel. (Eff 5)

(Eff 5)

Exceptions
Verbalizations which involve rationalizations for why
he/she got a haircut or carry a slightly negative affect
(yet are not verbally aggressive) should be given an
effectiveness rating of
i.e.

1)

4~

Explain that her mom made her do it.
(Eff 4)
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B)

2)

Say she's/he's not a true friend.

(Eff 4)

3)

Tell him/her to leave me alone. (Eff 4)

Nonconfrontative Behaviors and Engaging in Approp-

riate Alternative Activities: Ignoring, leaving the scene
or doing something else to avoid the teasers are generally
scored as 4's.
i.e.

1)

Ignore it.

(Eff 4)

2)

Walk away.

(Eff 4)

3)

Go play with other friends. (Eff 4)

4)

Not let teasing bother him/her.(Eff 4)

Exceptions
Nonconfrontation

responses which are either vague,

unrealistic or overreactions to the story problem are rated
as 3's.
i.e.

1)

Act friendly to other kids. (Eff 3)

2)

Stay away.

3)

Try not to go by her.

4)

Just go home.

(Eff 3)
(Eff 3)

(Eff 3)

Nonconfrontative responses which imply that the
protagonist's feelings are still hurt (which is in contrast
to the story outcome in which the protagonist is feeling
better) should be scored as 2.
i.e.

C)

1)

Just live with it.

2)

Face up to facts.

Help Seeking:

(Eff 2)
(Eff 2)

When the protagonist is seeking

help from someone other than the antagonist, the effectiveness rating is generally a 3.
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i.e.

D)

1)

Tell the teacher.

(Eff 3)

2)

Talk to somebody about it.

(Eff 3)

Changing his/her Appearance: Attempts to improve

his/her appearance by changing or covering up his/her hair
are scored as 3.
i.e.

l)

Make her hair look pretty. (Eff 3)

2)

Put a hat on.

(Eff 3)

Exceptions:
Attempts to change one's appearance which are unrealistic or overreactions to the story problem are given an
effectiveness rating of 2.
i.e.

E)

1)

Wear a wig. (Eff 2)

2)

Get a new hair cut. (Eff 2)

Verbal Aggression:

Lying, threats ·and verbaliza-

tions which are critical are rated as 2's.
i.e.

l)

Tease him/her back.

(Eff 2)

2)

Tell him/her he/she has a funny nose.
(Eff 2)

F)

Ph~sical A~~ression:

Pyysical aggressions. such as

hitting, kicking, etc. are given an effectiveness rating of
1.

i.e.

l)

Hit the other kid back.

(Eff 1)

Specific Solution Examples for Each of the Five Effectiveness
Levels:

Story 1 - Teasing

One's
- Hit him/her.
- Get in a fight.
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- Beat up Phil.
- Set up a bizzare trap.
Two's
- Call the other kid a name.
- Tell him/her that he/she has a funny nose.
- Just go along with him/her and say it does
look stupid.
- Walk up and make fun of his nose.
- Just live with it.
Wear a wig.
- Tell the barber not to cut his hair that
way.

Three's
- Tell the teacher.
- Talk to somebody about it.
- Act like he wasn't living.
- Just go home.
- Not play with him in class.
- Act friendly to other kids.
- Say she's not a true friend.
- Explain her mom made her do it.
- Say if you don't tease me I'll give you
something.
- Put a hat on.
- Change her hair style.

Four's
- Find a new friend.
- Ignore it.
- Smile and walk away.
- Not care what they think only what I
think.
- Not let teasing bother him/her.
- Try to be friends.
Five's
- Talk to him about it.
-Say "I like it this way."
- Say "It doesn't look funny. "
- Say "It ··s my hair and you don't have to
like it."
- Tell her to stop.
Tell him/her its not nice to tease.
- Ask him/her how he/she would feel.
- Say "I wouldn't laugh at you if you got
a hair cut."
Effectiveness Ratings for Story 2 - Magic Marker
General Guidelines
A)

Verbal Assertion or Bargaining:

Attempts to

either ask the child to borrow the marker or to verbally
bargain for the marker are generally scored as 5's.
i.e.

1)

Ask him/her real politely and maybe
he/she'll give it to him/her.
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2)

Ask nicely.

3)

Ask him/her if he/she could use it first
cuz he/she had less to draw.

4)

Ask to trade markers.

5)

Ask if he/she really needs it.

Exceptions
Verbal assertions which involve waiting until the other
child is finished and then asking for the marker are scored
as 4's as they do not offer an immediate solution to the
pr.oblem.
i.e.

1)

Wait until he/she is done and then ask.
(Eff 4)

2)

Ask her if I can use it later. (Eff 4)

Verbal assertions which imply begging or in any way
pestering the antagonist are also given an effectiveness
rating of 4.
i.e.
B)

1)

Ask her a bunch of times. (Eff 4)

Nonconfrontative Direct Actions: Actions which are

taken to solve the problem without directly confronting the
antagonist are given an effectiveness rating of 3.
i.e.

(Eff 3)

1)

Buy her own.

2)

Use a substitute. (Eff 3)

3)

Ask somebody else. (Eff 3)

4)

Ask the teacher if she has one.

(Eff 3)

5) Check and see if he/she has one. (Eff 3)
Exce12tions
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Nonconfrontative responses which involve simply going
without the marker without attempting to get another one
should be scored as 2, while those that specifically state
that the protagonist will not finish the project should be
scored as l's.
i.e.

C)

l)

Do a different project.

2)

Just go without it.

3)

Not finish the project.

(Eff 2)

(Eff 2)
(Eff 1)

Help Seeking Responses: Responses which involve

getting help from a third party should be scored as 3's.
i.e.

1)

Tell the teacher.

(Eff 3)

2)

Tell the teacher he wouldn't share.
(Eff 3)

D)

3)

Ask the teacher to ask him.

(Eff 3)

4)

Ask his/her mom to buy him one.

(Eff 3)

Verbal Aggression and Physical Aggression:

Solutions which are verbally aggressive are rated as 2's
and solutions which involve physical aggression are given
effectiveness rating of l.
i.e.

l)

Tell him/her he/she's being selfish.
(Eff 2)

2)

Grab the marker.

(Eff 1)

Specific Solution Examples for each of the Five Effectiveness Levels:
Story 2 - Magic Marker
One's
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- Grab it.
- Take it away.
- Knock him/her off the chair.
- Sock him/her.
- Not finish the project.
- When he/she has one don't share with
him/her
Two's
- Do a different project.
- Just go without it.
- Not use it.
- Tell him/her he/she's selfish.
- Call him/her a brat.
Three's
- Ask teacher if she has one.
- Ask another friend.
- Go to another classroom to borrow one.
- Use something else.
- Use a different color.
- Buy one and do it tomorrow.
- Color it with a pencil and wait until
the next day.
- Ask the teacher to ask him/her.
- Ask his/her mom to buy him/her one.
- Tell the teacher he/she wouldn't share.
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Four's
- Keep asking him/her.
- Try to talk him/her out of it.
- Say, "Can I use two different colors to
make blue."
- Say thank you, turn away and ask later.
- Wait for the marker.
- Wait till he/she's done, then ask.
Five's
- Ask nicely.
- Ask him/her to share it.
Ask to borrow it and say he/she'll give
it back.
Ask again even nicer and explain why.he/
she needed it.
- Ask if I could use it first cuz I had less
to draw.
- Say, "Give me tre marker now and I ' 11 use
it, then you can use it all you want to.
- Tell him/her could I use it for a few
minutes.
- Help him/her with the project so she/he'll
hurry.
- Trade with him/her.
- Say he/she'll let him/her borrow something
of his/hers.
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- Find out if he/she really needs it.
Effectiveness Ratings for Story 3 - Hitting
General Guidelines
A)

Verbal Assertion:

Attempts to solve the problem

by talking or telling the antagonist not to hit are generally scored as 5's.
i.e.

l)

Talk about it. (Eff 5)

2)

Tell him/her nicely to please leave me
alone.

3)

(Eff 5)

Say, "How would you feel if I hit you. 11
(Eff 5)

4)

Tell him/her it's not nice to hit. (Eff 5)

Exceptions
Verbal apologies for walking in front of the antagonist
are scored as 4's.
i.e.

1)

Apologize.(Eff 4)

2)

Say "I'm sorry I walked in front of you."
(Eff 4)

B)

Non confrontation:

Nonconfrontative responses

which involve leaving the scene or engaging in an appropriate
alternative activity are generally scored as 4's.
i.e.

1)

Walk away.

(Eff 4)

2)

Stay around other friends. (Eff 4)

3)

Ignore him/her. (Eff 4)

Exceptions
Nonconfrontative responses which are vague or unrealistic
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should be rated as 3's.
i.e.

1)

Don't hit him/her back. (Eff 3)

2)

Don't upset him/her.

(Eff 3)

Nonconfrontative responses which are overreactions to
the story problem should be rated as 3's.
i.e.

1)

Don't ever walk in front of him/her or
do anything he/she didn't like. (Eff 3)

2)

Run away.

(Eff 3)

3)

Be careful not to walk in front of anybody. (Eff 3)

C)

Help Seeking:

Responses which involve seeking

help from someone other than the. antagonist are given an
effectiveness rating of 3.
i.e.

1)

Tell the· teacher. (Eff 3)

2)

Tell his/her parents. (Eff 3)

Exceptions
Solutions stating specifically that the protagonist
intends to get the antagonist in trouble are rated as 2
while requesting or telling someone to do something physically aggressive is given an effectiveness rating of 1.
i.e.

1)

Get the other boy/girl in trouble. (Eff 2)

2)

Get his/her older brother/sister to hit
him/her.

D)

Verbal Aggression:

(Eff 1)
Verbalizations which are

threatening, critical or aggressive are given an effectiveness rating of 2.
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i.e.

1)

Call her a name.

(Eff 2)

2)

Tell him a story that will make him/her
think my friends will beat him/her up.
(Eff 2)

E)

Physical Aggression:

Physical aggressions are

always rated as l's.
i.e.

1)

Hit him/her back.

Specific Solution Examples for Story 3 - Hitting
One's
- Hit him/her back.
- Step on the other kid's toe.
- Throw rocks at him/her.
- Get older brother/sister to hit him/her.
Two's
- Call him/her a name.
- Get mad and say nasty words.
- Tell him/her a story that will make him/
her think my friends will beat him/her up.
- Get the other kid in trouble.
Three's
- Tell the teacher.
- Go home and tell his/her mom.
- Go to the office.
- Don't walk in front of anybody.
- Don't hit him/her back.
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Four's
- Apologize.
Say sorry for walking in front.
- Say excuse me.
- Go away.
- Try to stay away from him/her.
- Stay around other friends.
- Go play with other friends.
Try to play with him/her and be nice.
- Ask if they can be friends.
Five's
- Tell him/her nicely to please leave me
alone.
- Tell him/her not to hit.
- Say he/she didn't do anything that bad
for him/her to have to hit.
- Say, "How would you like it if I hit you."
- Say, ''I'm sorry you have to solve your
problems by hitting."
- Say, "I don't want to fight."
- Ask him/her why and settle the problem.
Tell him/her it wasn't nice.
- Ask him/her why he/she did it.
Effectiveness Ratings for Story 4 - Baseball
General Guidelines
A)

Verbal Assertion:

Verbalizations which involve

directly asking to play or attempting to bargain with the
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antagonist are rated as 5's.
i.e.

1)

Ask them if she could play. (Eff 5)

2)

Ask to be an extra. (Eff 5)

3)

Tell them he'd be catcher. (Eff 5)

4)

Tell them you can use my mitt and ball.
(Eff 5)

Exceptions
Verbalizations which involve confronting the antagonists
but not directly asking them to play or are somewhat vauge
or unrealistic are scored as 4's.
i.e.

1)

Ask them their names.

2)

Ask why she can't play.

3)

Say, "How would you feel. 11 (Eff 4)

4)

Say, "Make a test for me and if I don't
pass I'll leave."

B)

Direct Actions:

(Eff 4)
(Eff 4)

(Eff 4)

Indirect actions taken to play

with the antagonists or to somehow show them he/she can
play are rated as 4's.
i.e.

1)

Help bring the equipment.

(Eff 4)

2)

Catch the ball and bring it to them.
(Eff 4)

Exceptions
Actions which are unrealistic or vauge are scored as
Eff 3.
i.e.

1)

Show them how good you are.

2)

Just start playing.

(Eff 3)

(Eff 3)
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3)

Practice with his dad.

(Eff 3)

Actions which are excessively vauge or unrealistic
and/or overreactions to the story problem are given an
effectiveness rating of 2.
i.e.

1)

Try to be a better player than anybody
else.

2)

(Eff 2)

Get on a real baseball team and show them
how good you are.

3)
C)

(Eff 2)

Sneak into the game.

(Eff 2)

Direct actions which are Nonconfrontative:

En-

gaging in appropriate alternative activities are generally
scored as Eff 3.
i.e.

1)

Get some other kids and play with them.
(Eff 3)

2)

Try another game. (Eff 3)

Exceptions
Actions which are vauge in that they do not specify
the type of activity to be engaged in should be rated as
2's.
i.e.
D)

1)

Find something else to do. (Eff 2)

Nonconfrontative and Help Seeking:

Responses

which involve watching the antagonists play or seeking
assistance from a third party are generally scored as 2's.
i.e.

1)

Tell the teacher.

2)

Tell his mom.

3)

Just watch.

4)

Watch from the sidelines. (Eff 2)

(Eff 2)

(Eff 2)
(Eff 2)
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Exceptions
Completely avoiding the problem by walking off or
playing by one's self are to be scored as Eff 1.

(Note

that while in the first three stories nonconfrontation is
an appropriate response, it is considered the least effec-

tive type of response in terms of initiating interaction or
making friends.)
i.e.

E)

1)

Ignore it.

2)

Forget them.

3)

Play alone.

(Eff 1)
(Eff 1)
(Eff 1)

Aggressive responses (either physical or verbal)

are given an effectiveness rating of 1.
i.e.

1)

Bust into the game.

2)

Call them a name.

(Eff 1)
(Eff 1)

Specific Solution Examples for Story 4 - Baseball
One's
- Ignore it.
- Play by himself
- Just don't play.
- Stay home and read books.
- Hit them.
- Bust into the game.
- Don't let them play their game, walk
around in it.
- Get their bat and ball so they can't play.
- Call them a name.
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Two's
- Beg them.
- Tell them she's gonna play anyway.
- Watch them.
- Stay by them and see if they would ask her.
- Get on a real baseball team and show them
what she knows.
- Pretend she was talking to herself, ''I
wish I had someone to play with."
- Try to be better than them.
- Tell the teacher.
Three's
- Be a good player.
- Get some other kids and play with them.
- Go off and start his own game.
Go home and play catch with his dad in
front of them.
- Ask someone else.
- Just play with them and if she did anything
wrong she could leave.
- Practice with his dad.
- Just start playing.
Four's
-Ask why she can't play.
- Ask them their names.
- Say "How would you feel"
- Talk it out with them.
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- Tell them if they let him play his dad
would be coach.
- Make friends and talk to them and another
day they might ask him.
- Help bring the equipment.
- Ask if they can be friends.
Five's
- Ask them if she could play.
- Ask if they needed another person to play.
- Ask if he could use the bat and take a hit.
- Ask if he could use the bat and take a hit.
- Ask politely.
- Ask them to try him out.
- Have a baseball they might want to use.
Effectiveness Ratings for Story 5 - Invitation
General Guidelines
A)

Verbal Assertion:

Verbal assertions which involve

directly asking the child over or involve a strategy used to
ask the child over should receive an effectiveness rating
of 5.
i.e.

(Eff 5)

1)

Ask her over.

2)

Tell her about the things at her house
and then ask her over.

Exceptions

(Eff 5)
(Eff 5)

3)

Ask her what she wanted to do.

4)

Ask her to come over to her house. (Eff 5)
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Verbalizations which are vague or not directly related
to the story problem (i.e. asking the boy/girl over) but do
involve using a strategy to get to know the child better and
thus increase the likelihood of eventually asking him/her
over are scored as 4's.
1)

Invite her to the show. (Eff 4)

2)

Ask her to sit by you at lunch.

3)

Go up and say hi.

(Eff 4)

(Eff 4)

Bargaining or attempts to verbally bargain with the
child or to. offer him/her something as an invitation strategy
are also scored as Eff 4.
1)

Say I have a really neat ball and mitt
you could use.

B)

Direct Actions:

(Eff 4)

Actions which are taken in an

attempt to get to know the other child or nonverbal strategies
which will increase the likelihood that the protagonist will
eventually ask the other child over are given an Eff 4.
1)

Play with him and start a conversation.
(Eff 4)

2)

Give her a letter.

(Eff 4)

3)

Sit by her at lunch.

4)

Show her around school and get to know

(Eff 4)

her. (Eff 4)
5)

Call her up.

(Eff 4)

Exceptions
Vague responses which do not specify any particular
type of action are generally rated as Eff 3.
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i.e.

1)

Go do something together.

2)

Do more things together.

(Eff 3)
(Eff 3)

Actions which involve giving something to the child
as a friendship making strategy are scored as 3's.
1)

Let her use her crayons in school.
(Eff 3)

Responses which are unrealistic or represent an overreaction to the story problem are rated as Eff 2.
i.e.

1)

Try to ignore everyone else and be
friends only with him.

C)

Help Seeking:

(Eff 2)

Responses which involve seeking

Assistance or advice from another peer or parent are scored
as Eff 3.
1)

Ask another kid's advice.

(Eff 3)

2)

Ask his mom how to say it.

(Eff 3)

Exceptions
Responses which involve asking another child to ask
for him/her are scored as Eff 3.

However, asking an adult to

ask is considered less effective in terms of peer initiation
strategies and therefore should be rated as Eff 2.
i.e.

D)

1)

Have a friend ask him.

2)

Tell the teacher to ask him.

Nonconfrontation:

(Eff 3)
(Eff 2)

Responses which completely avoid

the problem are to be scored as Eff 1.
i.e.

1)

Just not have her over.

2)

Forget it.

(Eff 1)

(Eff 1)
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Exceptions
Responses which avoid the immediate problem but do deal
with it indirectly or at a later time should be rated as
Eff 2, while those that specifically involve asking a different child should be scored as Eff 3.
1)

Ask him another day.

2)

Find out his friends and become friends
with them.

3)

F)

(Eff 2)

(Eff 2)

Call another friend.

(Eff 3):

Verbal or physical aggression are scored as Eff 1.

i.e.

1)

Say I won't be your friend if you don't
come over.

Specific Solution Examples for Story 5 - Invitation
One's
- Just not have anyone over.
- Forget it.
- Not ask him.
- Wait till the kid notices him.
- Say I won't be your friend if you don't
come over.
- Go up and hit her.
Two's
- Try to ignore everyone else and be friends
with him.
- Tell the teacher to ask him.
-Have her mom talk to the girl's mom.
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- Find out who his friends are and become
friends with them.
- Give her some candy.
- Beg her.
Three's
- Go do something together.
- Take a friend she knew and have her introduce her.
- Ask another kid for advice.
Four's
- Ask her name.
- Say I have a really neat mitt and ball you
can play with.
- Sit by her at lunch.
- Ask her to sit by you in class.
- Play with her and get to know her.
- Help her with stuff.

Five's
- Tell her about thethings she has at her
house and ask her over.
- Ask her to come over and play with other
friends.
-Say would you like to watch T.V. at my
house.
- Have a conversation and at the end ask him.
- Ask him.
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- Ask her what she wanted to do.
- Ask her to come over to see something
specific at her house.
Effectiveness Ratings for Story 6 - Project
General Guidelines
A)

Verbal Assertion:

Verbalizations which demonstrate

an attempt to play with or get to know the other child are
rated as Eff 5.

This includes preliminary friendship

initiation strategies such as self-introduction.
i.e.

1)

Say,

2)

Ask her what she likes to do.

3)

Ask her name and tell her hers. (Eff 5)

11

May I play with you.

11

(Eff 5)
(Eff 5)

Exceptions
Verbal assertions which are vague, unrealistic or are
not directly related to the story problem are scored as
Eff 4.
1)

Say hi.

(Eff 4)

2)

Tell him straight,
friends.

I want to make

(Eff 4)

3)

Ask her to have lunch with her.

4)

Ask him if he'd like to come over and
play.

B)

11

11

Direct Action:

(Eff 4)

(Eff 4)
Actions which are an attempt to

make friends by sharing toys, playing with or talking with
the other child are rated Eff 5.
1)

Play with him.

(Eff 5)
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2)

Share toys.

3)

Sit down next to him/her and start
talking.

(Eff 5)

(Eff 5)

Exceptions
Responses which are vague or unclear or which involve
waiting until the project has started to try to make friends
should receive an effectiveness rating of 3.
1)

Do things the other kid likes to do.
(Eff 3)

2)

Bring her toys.

(Eff 3)

3)

Try to help him if he has problems.
(Eff 3)

4)

Try to get along with him once the
project started.

C)

Non Confrontation:

(Eff 3)

Responses which indicate a

complete avoidance of the problem are scored as Eff 1.
1)

Walk away.

(Eff 1)

2)

Do something else.

(Eff 1)

Exceptions
Responses which are nonconfrontative but involve
staying at the scene of the problem should be scored as
Eff 2.
1)

Sit and watch.

2)

Just be quiet and act like the other
girl.

3)

(Eff 2)

(Eff 2)

Make a noise to let the other kid know
he was there and then he might ask him
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over.
D)

Help Seeking:

(Eff 2)
Any attempt to use an authority

figure to back him/her up should be scored as 2.
1)

Tell her the teacher said to work with
her.

C)

(Eff 2)

Physical Aggression:

Physical aggressions are

rated as 1.
1)

Step on his foot.

2)

Take toys away.

(Eff 1)
(Eff 1)

Specific Solutions for Story 6 -- Friendship
One's
- Step on his foot.
- Take toys away.
- Tell him to stop playing with his toys.
- Walk away.
- Do nothing.
- Do something else.
- Walk away to the other side of the room.
Two's
- Say

11

come on be my friend 11

Start doing project and see if she joins in.
- Bump into him and say sorry.
- Write a note and find out her name.
- Wait til the other kid was finished with
toys.
- Tell her the teacher said to work with her.
- Say "it won't be a good project if you don't
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be my friend.

11

- Just be shy and quiet and act like the
other girl.
Three's
- Be nice
- Try to get along with him once project
started.
- Try to help him if he has problems.
- Be nice to her and ask if she would like
her.
- Bring her toys.
- Give her some of her stuff.
- Let him have the toys he likes.
-Ask him if he'd be my friend.
- Start playing near him.
- Go over there.
- Sit down by kid.
Four's
- Say hi.
- Ask her to have lunch with her.
- Tell him straight,

11

I want to make friends.

Five's
- Share toys with him.
- Get a toy and sit by him and maybe they
can share.
- Sit down next to him and start talking.
- Talk about the project.

11
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Go up and say hi, I'm the kid who is
going to be helping you.
- Ask him to play a game.
- Ask her name.
- Ask if he could play with toys.
- Go over and introduce herself.
Content Scoring
Each solution is also to be scored for content.

Con-

tent is to be scored by placing solutions into one of the
8 following categories:

5)

Bargaining - B

- NO

6)

Direct Action - DA

3)

Verbal Assertion - VAS

7)

4)

Verbal Aggression - VAG

Nonconfrontati ve,
Direct Action - NDA

8)

Physical Aggression - PA

l)

Help Seeking - HS

2)

Nonconfrontative

The following guidelines should be used when scoring for
content.
1.

Verbal Assertion
This category includes solutions which are verbal

statements (using key words such as

11

ask 11

,

"tell", or

11

say")

made by the protagonist which are not aggressive (see Verbal
Aggression).
person.
11

These statements may or may not be in the first

(e.g., "do you want to be friends" or he could say,

let' s be friends'').

antagonist.
A.

Apologies
Story #3

But', it must be directed toward the
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B.
Story #2

1)

Apologize

2)

Say sorry for walking in front.

3)

Say excuse me.

Ordering, stating, or proposing a solution.
1)

Tell her not to take long and when she's done
to let me use it.

Story #3

2)

Tell her not to hit her again.

3)

Tell him he shouldn't hit.

Story #4

4)

Tell them she's gonna play anyway.

Story #1

5)

Say "It's my hair and you don't have to make
fun of it''

C.

Invoking rules or moral values, or sticking up for

oneself.
Story #1

1)

Say it's not nice to tease.

Story #3

2)

Tell person it wasn't fair.

3)

Say, "How would you like it if I hit you.''

1)

Say, "It doesn't look funny."

2)

Say, "I like it this way."

1)

Ask him to share.

Story #1

Story #2
D.
Story #1

Requests for relevant problem solving information.
1)

Ask her how come you don't like it.

2)

Ask people their opinion of her hair.

Story #2

1)

Find out if he really needs the marker.

Story #3

2)

Ask her why she hit her.

Story #4

3)

Ask her why she can't play.

Story #4

4)

Ask if they needed another person to play.

Story #5

5)

Ask her what she likes t9 do.
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Story #6
E.
Story #2

6)

Ask her name.

Verbal requests.
1)

Ask her real politely and maybe he'll give it
to her.

2)

Ask nicely.

Story #4

3)

Ask if she could play.

Story #6

4)

Ask if he could play with the toys.

F.
Story #5

Story #6
G.
Story #6

Verbal invitation.
1)

Ask her to come and play with other friends.

2)

Ask him in person.

3)

Call him on the phone and ask him.

4)

Ask her to play then ask him.

5)

Ask him to play a game.

Introducing oneself
1)

Tell her name.

2)

Tell her I'm the one who is going to be
helping you with the project.

Other Examples.
Story #1

1)

Talk to him about it.

2)

Explain why she got her hair cut.

Story #2

1)

Try to talk him out of it.

Story #3

1)

Say she didn't do anything that bad for her
to hit her.

Story #4

2)

Say, "I don't want to fight."

3)

Ask if they can be friends.

1)

Ask them to try him out.
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Story #5

Story #6

H.

2)

Ask them their names.

1)

Have a conversation and at the end ask him.

2)

Invite her to the show.

1)

Smile and say hi.

2)

Say,

11

You have lots of neat things in here! 11

Compromising

(Note, this type of response is usually scored as a
separate category, however as it occurred so rarely in the
story protocals it has been combined with verbal assertion.)
Story #2

1)

Tell her could I use it for a few minutes.

2)

Give me the ·marker now and I'll use it then
you can use it all you want to.

Verbal Assertions can also take the form of bargaining.
When a response represents an attempt to bargain, it should
be scored in this category instead of Verbal Assertion.
Bargaining can be distinguished from Verbal Assertion
in that bargaining is done to obtain something from the
antagonist rather than to repay a debt or to make a restitution.

If the protagonist is clearly attempting to make

an exchange, the solution is scored Bargaining, even though
it has elements of Verbal Assertion.
2.

Bargaining
Solutions (proposed or enacted) offering material or

social reward to produce a certain outcome.
Story #1

1)

Say, if you don't tease me, I'll give you
something.
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Story #2

Story #5

1)

Say, she'll let her borrow something of hers.

2)

Trade markers.

1)

Give her some candy.

2)

Say, "I have a really neat ball and mitt and
you could play with it.

Direction Action vs. Bargaining.
aspect of exchange

Bargaining involves the

while direct actions are direct attempts

to solve the problem, rather than 1'bargains" to obtain
something.

3.

Direct Action.
This category includes non-aggressive, nonverbal

actions taken by the protagonist to solve the problem.
These solutions involve returning the situation to its preproblem state, restoring equity, or taking positive steps
to solve the problem.
Story #1

Story #3

Story #4

1)

Charige her hair style.

2)

Play with her.

3)

Put a hat on.

1)

Try to make friends.

2)

Try to play with him and be nice.

1)

Just start playing.

2)

If the ball went out of the game, get it and
throw it back so they could see how good he is.

Story #5

3)

Help bring the equipment.

4)

Practice with his dad.

1)

Sit by her at lunch.
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Story #6

Story #2

2)

Play with him.

3)

Give her a letter

4)

Show her around school and get to know her.

5)

Ride bikes with him.

1)

Share toys with him.

2)

Bring out toy and go over to her.

1)

Find someone else to play with.

2)

Find a new friend.

1)

Get his own.

2)

Use another marker.

3)

Ask another friend.

4)

Ask the teacher to borrow hers.

(Note that while responses 3 and 4 may appear to be
help seeking responses, they are not attempts to get another
person involved in the actual solution of the problem.)
Story #3

1)

Stay around other friends.
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Story #4

2)

Go play with some other kids.

1)

Get some other kids and play with them.

2)

Go off and start his own game.

3)

Go home and play catch with his dad in front
of them.

Story #5

1)

Ask someone else.

(Note that while asking another friend in Story #4
and asking someone else in Story #5 involve verbal assertion, they are nonconfrontative direct actions as they do
not involve confronting the antagonist.)
Nonconfrontative direct action vs. nonconfrontation.
Direct actions which do not involve confronting the antagonist should be distinguished from solutions which are strictly
nonconfrontative in that they involve avoiding or escaping
the problem without engaging in an alternative activity.
Non Confrontation
This category refers to those solutions where the protagonist seems to be dealing more directly with the personal
problem of feeling upset than with the interpersonal conflict.
In general, these solutions take the form of withdrawing
from, escaping, or avoiding the problem situation without
engaging in an alternative activity.
Story #1

1)

Ignore it.

2)

Act like he wasn't living.

3)

Just go home.

4)

Go away.

5)

Not let teasing bother her.
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6)

Pretend I was regular and didn't have this
haircut.

7)

Tell herself her hair is pretty and she
doesn't care about the other girl.

Story #2

Story #3

Story #4

Story #5

Story #6

1)

Not use it.

2)

Wait for the marker.

3)

Don't bother him.

1)

Go away.

2)

Don't react at all.

3)

Don't hit her back.

4)

Don't walk in front of her again.

1)

Ignore it.

2)

Just don't play

3)

Go home.

4)

Stay home and read books.

1)

Not ask him.

2)

Wait till kid notices him.

3)

Forget it.

1)

Walk away.

2)

Forget it.

3)

Do noting.

Nonconfrontation vs. Help Seeking.

If a solution does not

involve confronting the protagonist but involves appealing
to someone other than the antagonist for help, the help
seeking category should be scored.
Help Seeking
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This category includes solutions where the protagonist
has someone else become involved in helping him/her solve
the problem.

This includes having a third party provide

help which does not require that s/he become directly involved
in the conflict such as asking advice.
a.

Getting Peer Involvement

Story #1

1)

Be around friends so they can stick up for you.

Story #5

1)

Ask another kid's advice.

2)

Take a friend she knew and have her introduce
her.

b.

Telling Someone Else

Story #1

1)

Tell the teacher.

Story #2

1)

Tell teacher he needed it and he wouldn't
let him.

Story #3

c.

Story #2

Story #3

1)

Tell somebody.

2)

Go talk to mom and get her advice.

Involving a Third Party
1)

Tell teacher to, tell him to let him use it.

2)

Ask teacher to ask her.

1)

Get older brother/sister to hit him/her.

(Note that while this response involves physical
aggression, it also involves help seeking which supersedes
all other categories.)
Story #5

Story #6

1)

Tell the teacher to ask him.

2)

Have her mom talk to the girl's mom.

1)

Tell her the teacher said to work with her.
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(Note again that help seeking supercedes verbal
assertion.)
Help Seeking vs. Non Confrontative Direct Action.
These two categories can be distinguished by the former
requiring that a third person become involved in helping
the protagonist to solve the problem while the latter does
not.

While a nonconfrontative direct action may involve

the protagonist interacting with a third person, this
person does not become involved in helping to solve the
problem.
Verbal Aggression
This category includes verbalizations of threats,
insults, lying, or yelling (iri anger) on the part of the
protagonist as an attempt to solve the problem.

These

solutions are different from physical aggression in that
the aggression is not directly enacted.

Furthermore,

these solutions are different from bargaining or verbal
assertion in that they must threaten or produce physical
pain or upset feelings in order to be considered aggressive.
Finally, these aggressive verbalizations must be directed
at the antagonist.
Story #1

Story #2

1)

Tell him he has funny hair.

2)

Say,

3)

Call them names.

4)

Tell her to shut up.

1)

Tell her she's selfish.

11

Wait till you get a haircut.n
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Story #3

1)

Get mad and say nasty words.

2)

Tell him a story that makes him think my
friends will beat him up.

Story #5

1)

Say, "I won't be your friend if you don't
come over."

Physical Aggression
This category includes solutions involving physical
aggression (e.g. hitting, grabbing, or fighting) directed
toward the protagonist as well as attempts to fool, intimidate, trick, or trap the antagonist.
Story #1

Story #2

Story #3

Story #4

1)

Hit her.

2)

Set up a bizzare trap.

3)

Beat up Phil.

1)

Grab it/take it away.

2)

Knock him off the chair.

1)

Step on the other kid's toe.

2)

Get glue and stick it on his chair.

3)

Learn how to fight back.

4)

Throw rocks at him.

1)

Bust into the game.

2)

Don't let them play their game - walk around
in it.

Story #6

3)

Get their ball and bat so they can't play.

1)

Step on his foot.

2)

Take toys away

3)

Go up and start fighting with toys.
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Scoring the Behavioral Problem Situations
For the most part, the behavioral problem situations
can be scored using the manual for scoring the hypothetical stories however, a few exceptions need to be mentioned,
and thus a brief set of scoring guidelines is outlined
below.
Situation 1 - Magic Marker
1.

Scoring Alternatives.

Alternatives (ALT's) are sub-

ject initiated actions or statements which attempt to get
the black marker from the confederate.

ALT's may be

directed at either the confederate or at E-1.
a)

b)

Examples, ALT's directed at confederate:
1)

Can I use the black marker.

2)

I need it.

3)

After you're done can I use it?

4)

Are you done yet?

5)

I'll just wait til you're finished.

6)

Subject waits.

7)

Can't you use the blue instead?

Examples of ALT's directed at E-1:
1)

"Do we have to use black" ALT

2)

"I could get one from my teacher" ALT

3)

Subject brings back blue marker and says,
11

4)
2.

Here's one" ALT

"Could we use another color'' ALT

Scoring On-Task Information Seeking Questions (OT).
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OT's are scored for subject-initiated questions which
attempt to gain information about when, how or where the
subject might get a black magic marker.

OT's by themselves

do not solve the problem.
Examples:
l)

When are you going to be done?

2)

What do you need it for?

3)

Is this marker yours'?

4)

Why can't I have it?

5)

. ?
Do you know where another black one J.s.

6)

Asking E-2 for the marker as an initial comment
upon entering the room for the first time.

3.

Solution Variants (VAR)
Variants are scored when a child

offe~s

a comment which

is a variant of a theme of a previously offered solution.
Examples:

4.

l)

Can I borrow black marker (ALT)

2)

Can I use it (VAR)

1)

The lady told me she wants it (ALT)

2)

She told me to try again (VAR)

Repetitions (REP)
REP's are responses which add no new information be-

yond that given in a single previously mentioned ALT or VAR.
They are scored for a verbatim restatement or rephrasing
which is identical in meaning to a previous response.
Examples:
1)

I need the black one (ALT)
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5.

2)

I need the black one (REP)

1)

Can I use the black marker (ALT)

2)

Can I use it (REP)

Scoring Irrelevants (IRR)
IRR's are scored for non-goal directed responses (un-

less they are OT).

This includes attempts to get magic

markers which are not black and off-task comments or questions, as well as passive responses to E-2.
Examples:

6~

1)

Can I use blue?

2)

I like your drawing.

3)

I think this is rigged.

4)

To E-2, "He's using it.''

Total Initiations
This is a measure of the total number of attempts the

child makes.

Initiations are all actions and/or

verbali~

zations initiated by the subject and directed at the
antagonist.

This includes allOT's, IRR's, VAR's and REP's

directed at the antagonist, however it does not include
actions or verbalizations directed at either experimenter.

7.

Scoring Effectiveness and Content
Both effectiveness and content can be scored exactly

as they are scored for the hypothetical stories.

One example

of each effectiveness rating and each content category is
given below.
l)

11

Can I borrow black marker"

EFF=5

Category=Verbal Assertion
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2)

ucan I use it just for a few minutes, I have less
to draw. 11
EFF=5

3)

"Can I use it when you're done"
EFF=4

4)

Category=Nonconfrontation

nshe asked me to ask you for the marker"
EFF=3

5)

Category=Bargaining

Category=Help Seeking

"You better give it to me or I'll knock you·off
the chair. 11
EFF=2

6)

Category=Verbal Aggression

Subject grabs marker from confederate.
EFF=l

Category=Physical Aggression

Situation 2 - Project
1.

Scoring Alternatives (ALT)
ALT's are scored for any unique attempt to initiate

friendship, get to know or interact with the confederate.
This includes introducing oneself, initiating conversation,
playing a game with the child or nonconfrontative behaviors
such as watching or playing by him/herself near the confederate.
Examples:
1)

Subject initiates conversation about school.

2)

Subject asks the confederate to play a game.

3)

Subject shares the
federate.

11

Fish toy" with the con-

2.
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4)

Subject says

5)

Subject smiles.

6)

Subject asks the child what his/her name is.

7)

Subject sits down near the confederate.

8)

Subject plays with "Fish toy

11

Hi. 11

11

by himself.

ScorinEi Variants and ReEetitions
Variants are variations of a previous ALT while repeti-

tions are rephrasings or verbatim repetitions of a previous
ALT.

Examples:
1)

Subject initiates conversation about school.
(ALT)

2)

Subject initiates conversation about boys. (VAR)

3)

Subject initiates conversation about school.
(REP)

1)

Subject introduces him/herself.

2)

Subject asks the confederate what his/her name
is.

3.

(ALT)

(VAR)

Scoring Irrelevant
IRR include nongoal-directed behavior such as conver-

sation with E-2.
Example:
1)

Subject asks E-2 what they are going to be
doing.

4.

Scoring Initiation
Initiations are any verbalizations or actions initiated

by the subject and directed at the confederate.
cludes variants, repetitions and alternatives.

This inWhile
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going over and sitting near the confederate or watching
the confederate play with the "Fish toy" are considered
initiations as they are behavior directed at the confederate, standing in the doorway and watching or playing alone
with the toys are not initiations even though they may be
alternatives.
5

Scoring Effectiveness and Content
Again both effectiveness and content can be scored

exactly as they are scored for the hypothetical stories.
One example of each effectiveness rating and each content
category is given below.
1)

Subject initiates a conversation with the confederate by asking him what sports he likes.
EFF=5

2)

Subject says hi to confederate.
EFF=4

3)

Category=Nonconfrontation

Subject plays with a toy by himself.
EFF=3

6)

Category=Direct Action

Subject watches confederate play.
EFF=2

5)

Category=Verbal Assertion

Subject sits down by the confederate.
EFF=3

4)

Category=Verbal Assertion

Category=Nonconfrontative Direct Action

Subject argues with confederate about who won the
game.
EFF=2

Category=Verbal Aggression
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Appendix C

Instructions to be Given to the Confederate for the First
Situation.
E·2 will go to get the confederate child from his or
her classroom.

If it is the confederate's first time

participating E-2 will say:

"I am interested in learning

more about how kids solve problems and I would like you to
be my helper.

I am going to be asking you to help me more

than once and what you'll be doing is kinda like being in a
play and having a certain role to play.
I mean?

Do you know what

OK, what I'm going to ask you to do is trace this

picture with this black magic marker.

Another boy (girl)

will be coming in the room and will ask to borrow this
magic marker (hold up the .black magic marker) but you are
not to lend him the marker.

I want to see how the child

tries to solve the problem.

The boy (girl) doesn't know

we're working together and that you're my helper.

Now you

can give him/her one of the other colors you have if she/
he asks you for it, but don't offer it to him/her and don't
give him/her the black one.

Now the other boy (girl) will

probably try pretty hard to get the black marker, so you
need to know what to say to him/her when he/she does.
can say

"Sorry~

I really need the black one"

using the black one"

11

You

Sorry, I am

"I can't give it to you."

If he/she

asks you when you'll be done you can say "I don't know
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When I'll be done."

Also, don't tell him/her that I told

you not to give it to them.
back of the room.

I'll be sitting here in the

OK let's practice."

E-2 should then

role play with the confederate to be sure he/she understands.
"You got it, great, I really appreciate your helping me
out. Why don't you sit down here and start drawing and the
other boy/girl should be in soon."
If it is the confederates second or third time
participating, simply remind him/her of the procedure.
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Appendix D

Instructions to the Target Child for Behavioral Problem
Situation 1

Introduction:

11

I would like you to help me make some

pictures for some kids who are sick in the hospital.
What I need for you to do is to trace these lines on this
picture with a black magic marker.
may have a small prize.
can earn the prize?"

When you finish you

OK, do you understand how you

(Have the child repeat how he/she

will earn the prize.)
Problem:

11

0h, I forgot to bring my black magic marker.

· You need it to trace the lines on this picture.
tell you what you can do.

I'll ·

When I got here, I saw a boy

(girl) sitting in a room down the hall using some magic
markers.
him (her).

I'd like you to go and borrow a black one from
You really need one to finish the picture and

earn your prize.

Remember it has to be the black one so

we can outline these pictures."
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Appendix E

Instructions Given to the Confederate for the Second
Situation

"I am interested in learning more about how kids solve
problems and how kids make friends, and I would like you
to be my helper.

I am going to be asking you to help me

more than once, OK?

What you are going to be doing is

working with another boy/girl on a project and I want to
see how the other boy/girl tries to make friends.
you need to do is be yourself, OK?

So all

Why don't you sit

down and 'play with some of the toys in here until the
other boy/girl comes in. '1
If it is the confederates second or third time
participating simply remind him/her of the procedure.

Appendix F:

Mean Number of Alternatives

For Each of the Six Stories Across Group and Sex

s-tory

1

2

3

4

5

6

Liked

4.14

4.00

4.28

4.43

3.28

4.14

Withdrawn

2.00

2.28

2.57

2.57

2.86

2.86

Aggressive

2.85

3.14

3.28

2.57

2.86

2.28

Liked

3.14

3.14

3.57

3.28

3.86

2.57

Withdrawn

2.57

2.28

3.71

2.57

3.43

2.57

·Group
Males

Females
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